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Editorial Notes.

A PARTIAL return given by some of our Ameri-
can exchanges shows that during the past year
forty-two American colleges had their endow-
ments increased by $3,675,000. A striking

testimony to the excellency of the voluntary
system in higher education.

A CORRESPONDENT calls our attention to the
fact that in our report of the meetings of the
Public School Section of the Provincial Teach-
ers' Association in last issue, in summarizing the
recommendation of the Committee on Entrance
Examinations, the words, " High " and " Pub-
lic ' are interchanged. The report should read,
"There being at least as many Public as High
school teachers on each Examining Board."
The necessity for the correction is obvious.

WE have much pleasure in again calling the
attention of our readers, and especially of all
teachers of primary classes, to our "Primary
Department." The instalment in this issue will

be found to contain excellent hints and sugges-
tions on several points of great importance in
connection with the management and teaching
of primary classes. The editors of this depart-
ment intend to establish a "Query Box," and
will be glad to receive and answer, to the best
of their ability, questions having relation to any
matters which come properly within the limits
of this department.

By the time this issue of the JOURNAL is in
the hands of its readers the Industrial Exhibi-
tion in this city will be in full operation. The

indications at the date of writing are that it will

surpass all its predecessors in both the extent
and the quality of the products exhibited. The
exhibits are, we believe, full and complete in
every department, the only <%use for regret being
that, notwithstanding that almost every available
space on the large grounds is now occupied -with

buildings, some applications from would-be ex-

hibitors have had to be refused for want of room.

Meawhile the Exhibition is, as will be admit

ted on all hands, incomparably the best for all

commercial and educational purposes to be seen

in Canada, if not on this Continent. It is to be

hoped that teachers and pupils from all parts of

the country will be able to avail themselves of

the opportunity and spend a day or two in mak-

ing themselves acquainted with the state of

agricultural, manufacturing and scientific indus-

try, not only in this Province, but throughout
the Dominion, as every Province is represented.

THE attention of the musically-inclined
amongst our readeys is invited to the advertise-
ment of the Toronto College of Music, in this
number. The past season gave practical proof
of the excellent results of the work done in every
department of the College. The teachers are
thinking and earnest men whose minds and
ideas have been expanded in the art. centres of
Europe, while the principal and really important
features of the leading schools of England, Ber-
lin, Vienna and Leipsic are, it is claimed, incor-
porated in the system of the College. In the
Organ Department the students have exceptional
facilities as regards lessons and practice, owing
to the presence in the College Hall of a large
three-manual pipe organ, built for the institu-
tion by Messrs. Warren. Among the special
announcements for next season are the following
honors, to be awarded among the pupils: A
gold medal, for general proficiency in music, and
open to all students at the College; a gold
medal in the organ department, and several
scholarships in the vocal, piano and organ de
partments. The prospectus, containing full in-

formation, may be obtained on application,
either by mail or personally, at the College
office, 12 and 14 Pembroke St.

THE recent meeting of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, in this city,
was an event of no small importance in the intel-
lectual history of Canada. The number of mem-
bers in attendance was very large. The papersand
addresses on scientific and related subjects were
so numerous that we cannot take space for even
a list of subjects and authors. No doubt a good
deal was said and read which will leave no per-
manent results, and add little to the world's
stock of valuable scientific information. It
would not be wonderful if utterance was given
to some things not far removed from nonsense.
On the other hand, a large proportion of those
who were present and took part in the exercises,
were persons of acknowledged eminence in the
scientific world, and many of their papers pre-
sented the gathered fruits of prolonged individual
research. Many of the American gentlemen and
ladies present availed themselves of the oppor-
tunities afforded for visiting other parts of the
country. In addition to the impetus given to
scientific inquiries and pursuits, the meeting can
hardly fail to have a godd effect upon the future
of our international relations, by giving to a large
number of our neighbors, exerting more or less
of political and social influence, a better knowl-
edge of the resources of our country and the
character and ambitions of its people.
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DURING the recent meeting of the American
Science Association, in this city, Professor Sea-
man presented the report of a committee that
had been appointed to consider the question of
chemical instruction in Public schools. The
majority of the committee reported in favor of
having instruction given in chemistry in the
High schools. A minority, however, dissented
from this view, holding that the teaching of
chemistry in High schools was not practicable.
The varieties of individual opinion were also very
considerable. Consequently we are for the
present left pretty much where we were at the
outset.

AN interesting light bas been cast upon the
vexed Homeric problem by a discovery recently
announced in the London Times. Mr. Flinders
Petrie, who bas been exploring in the Fayûm,
has discovered a series of alphabetic signs incised
on pottery of the Twelfth Dynasty, at Illahûm,
and on pottery of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Dynasties, at Tell Gerob. The two sets of
characters have this in common that they are
neither hieroglyphic nor hieratic. " In a word,
they are not Egyptian, but apparently very early
Cypriotic, or Greek." This discovery, if con-
firmed, will prove that the beginnings of the
alphabet were already in use 2,000 years before.
the Christian era. This wonderful pottery is on
its way to England, whence, no doubt, we shall
hear more about it.

" ITs fundamental principle that vivid impres-'
sion, secured by thorough concentration and
imagination, must precede true expression, can-
not but appeal to the common sense of every
rational inquirer." The above words, which we
quote from a testimonial addressed to Mr. Silas
S. Neff, Principal of the National School of
Elocution and Oratory, by the students who re-
ceived bis instructions at Grimsby Park, this
summer, and referring to the "Neff system 'of
expression," undoubtedly "strike the key-note
of effective reading and speaking." We should
not, indeed, have supposed that a system based
on a psychological principle so obvious, could
be properly stylcd Inew and original." But
these words are probably intended to apply to
the peculiar method in which the principle is
reduced to practice by Mr. Neff. Be that as it
may, no teacher of reading can be too fully per-
suaded that clear conception and imagination
are indispensable to true and effective expres-
sion.

"ADVANCED English Schools in Rural Dis-
tricts," was the suggestive titie of a paper read
by Mr. J. H. Smith, of Ancaster, at the recent
Convention of the Ontario Teachers' Association.
We have seen but a meagre account of the con-
tents of the paper, but the idea it embodied
seems to us a most sensible and excellent one.
Whether it is at present feasible we are scarcely
able to judge, but of one thing we are sure. No
greater educational boon could be conferred on

the country than would be the securing, by some
means, of higher educational advantages for those
children who never go beyond the Public
schools, that is, we suppose, the great mass of
Canadian children. If some means could be de-
vised by which such children,or a large percentage
of them, could have another year of schooling,
of an unconventional, stimulating sort, as a final
preparation for life, the result would be to raise
the average of general intelligence as nothing else
could, and to give to the great majority a much
better preparation for lives, both of usefulness
and of happiness, than they now receive.

MucH attention was attracted by the visit of
the Shah of Persia to England, during the past
summer. From the conflicting character of the
press notices one is at a loss to know whether
to regard the Shah as an uncultivated barbarian,
or an Eastern gentleman of education and re-
finement. That the country over which he
rules is not in a state of savagery is very appar-
ent from the account of it given by Mr. J. D.
Rees, in the Ninetenth Century. " Elementary
education," says this writer, " is far advanced,
and the poor and humble are often fairly well
acquainted with and inordinately fond of the
works of Saadi and Hafiz ; " " politeness is the
rule in all classes;" "money is an honorarium
and not a payment ;" and the peasants are all
"able to support large families of daughters."
"Add to these pleasing features," says an Eng-
lish exchange, " that life and property are secure,
that rents are not excessive, and that even the
poor have Persian carpets and rose leaves piled
for fragrance, and we have a picture of comfort
and happiness that would almost make the aver-
age Englishman wish that he were a subject of,
bis dusky majesty."

IF such schools as those advocated by Mr.
J. H. Smith could be established they should,
it seems to us, be differentiated from the com-
mon school, in two directions. They should,
in our opinion, devote about one-half of the time
to the study of English proper. By this we
mean not technical grammar, nor rhetorical
forms, nor word derivations, nor histories of
literature, but to the actual reading of the Eng-
lish classics, both of the present and of earlier
days. This would develop intelligence, and in
fact nearly all the higher powers of mind in the
very best manner, and would at the same time
give the boys and girls of the country access to,
sources of information and of pleasure that
would never run dry, and would elevate and
enlarge their whole after-lives. The otheralf
of the time should be given to manual training,
with direct reference to the industries and activi-
ties of future life. Agriculture, and the related
arts and sciences, for the boys ; cooking, sewing,
and the related arts and sciences, for the girls-
within the limits of the practicable in both cases,
of course-should have the largest places. The
scheme may seem visionary, but can any one
doubt that one year at such a school might be
made worth two or three at the ordinary grind?

Educational Thought.

THE one crowning qualification of the perfect
teacher is sympathy-sympathy with young chil-
dren, with their wants and their ways ; without
this aIl other qualifications fail to achieve the high
est success.- Fitch.

THERE is no danger of loving truth too well, be-
cause truth is the one thing needful and comprises
all things needful. It comes in by as many chan-
nels as we open to its flowing. It feeds the whole
inner man and satiates no single sense, but keeps
its welcome ever fresh through all, if all are kept as
open doors for its in-coming.-Miss E. E. Kenofol
in Southwestern Journal of Ed.

SCHOLARS welcome anybody who in the open
tournament of science will take his chance, dealing
blows and receiving or parrying blows ; but the
man who does not fight himself, but simply stands
by to jeer and sneer when two good knights have
been unseated in breaking a lance in the cause of
truth, does nothing but mischief, and might, indeed
find better and worthier employment.-Max Miii
ler, in Science of Thought.

CHILDHOOD and youth are the great sowing
time of life ; the young are the hope of the world ;
the boys and girls of the present generation will be
the men and women of the next. What, in charac-
ter, what, in mental, moral, and spiritual structure
they are becoming now, that, in the main, they will
be found then-true men and women, or pigmies
-a strength or a weakness, and festering sore, to
the commonwealth.-Jlev. Thomas Law, MA.

READING is an educator ; whether it is a good or
bad educator depends on what you read. Read
good literature. The best books are within the
reach of the most meagre purse. Your trouble is
perhaps not want ofmoney, but want oftime. No!
We all have time enough to learn if we have wis
dom enough to use the fragments of our time.* * *
The man who uses bis fragments of time lias nearlY
one month more in a year than his neighbor who is
wasteful, of the precious commodity.-Irish Ad-
vocate.

TItE teacher bas recognized bis true functions as
simply a director of the mental machinery which
is, in fact, to do all the work itself; for it is not he,
but his pupils, that have to learn, and to learn by
the exercise of their own minds. Personal ex-
perience is the condition of development, whether
of the body, mind, or moral sense. What the child
does himself, and loves to do, forms bis habit of
doing ; but the natural educator, by developing his
powers and promoting their exercise, also guides
him to the formation of right habits. Education
can only be gained by doing a little well.-Joseph
Payne.

"I SHOULD saythat moralitynot onlycan be taught
in our public schools, but is taught, and must be
taught. Obedience is the first law of every school,
-a necessary condition of its existence, as it is the
first and most salutary moral lesson that can be
taught a child. Timely silence, punctuality, self-
control, regularity, are constantly enforced, till they
become fixed habits within the school, and tend
strongly to become habits of life. To go a little
higher, in what public school are not the obligations
of truthfulness, unselfishness, respect, and courtesy
taught, at least implicitly, perhaps even so most
effectively ?"-Wiliam C. Collar.

IT is often said, it is no matter what a man be-
lieves, if he is only sincere. This is true of all
minor truths, and false of all truths whose nature
it is to fashion a man's life. It will make no differ-
ence in a man's harvest whether he thinks turnips
have more saccharine matter than potatoes-whe-
ther corn is better than wheat. But let the mat,
sincerely believe that seed planted without ploug-
ing is as good as with, that january is as favorable
for seed-sowing as April, and that cockle-seed will
produce as good a harvest as wheat, and will it
make no difference? A child might as well think
he could reverse that ponderous marine engine
which, night and day, in calm and storm, ploughs
ts way across the deep, by sincerely taking hold of

thc paddle-wlieel, as a man miglit think lie could
reverse the action of the elements by God's moral
government through a misguided sincerity. They
will roll over such a one, and whelm him in endlesS
ruin.-HI. W Beecher.
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Special Pafers.

DRAWING.*
THE fact that a subject is or is not taught does not

increase or lessen its importance. If it did, Draw-
ing, I am afraid, would occupy a position far in the
background. It is a subject that is too much neg-
lected in our Public schools. The reason cannot
be that the teachers do not possess the sufficient
knowledge, as the Departmental examinations re-
quire a fair knowledge of this subject. It may be
difficult to teach, or it may be that it is not given
sufficient prominence in our curriculum of studies.
I do not mean to place drawing at the top of the
list of more important subjects, but it should occupy
a more prominent position than it does.

,The object of teaching is to cultivate the minds
of our pupils and to impart a stock of useful know-
ledge. To cultivate the mind-to train the boys
and girls to think for themselves, should be more
especially kept in view. To impart useful know-
ledge is a minor point.

What subject affords more excellent facilities for
training the mind than Drawing? It tends to culti-
vate in a very great degree the observing powers,
the memory, the reasoning and the imagination.
It compels close attention and trains our pupils to
think in an orderly manner, by its effect upon the
mind, and cultivates a clearness and precision of ex-
pression. It also helps to store the mmd with a
knowledge of facts.

Drawing should be introduced to every new pupil.
It is natural for every little boy and girl to draw.
Why not take advantage of this? Have drawing a
prominent subject in every class.

Begin by requiring simple drawings tQ be copied
on slates, and as soon as possible introduce draw-
ing from objects. Every mmd bas a tendency to
deal with real things. Not only this, but it will
pave the way for other and more difficult exercises.
In the junior classes (first and second) I should
suggest such exercises as the following: After plac-
ing such models as a slate, a bell, a book or a tabiet
before the class, require its members to make draw-
ings on their slates, and as soon as possible introduce
drawing upon paper. A great deal of care should
be taken just at this stage to place such objects as
require the least perspective effect. Pupils of the
third class are quite capable of making a fair repre-
sentation of such models as a box, a vase or a
pitcher. The work, of course, should become more
difficult as the pupils advance. This kind of work
should be continued in all classes below the fourth.
Freehand and D'ctation Drawing, of course, should
receive much attention in the junior classes, taking
care to have the exercises properly graded.

After a pupil bas been promoted into the fourth
class, he should be made acquainted with the pri-
mary principles of parallel perspective. I do not
recommend burdening the minds of boys and girls
with a multitude of terms, their meanings, etc. I
think it far more beneficial to make them thoroughly
acquainted with a few of the more important facts.
It is impossible for a pupil to make a good drawing
of some of the objects represented in Drawing Book
No. 5 unless he understands some of the principles of
parallel perspective. I recommend teaching these
Principles and giving practice in drawing such
objects as a box, a trunk, .a cube, a book, etc., in a
mechanical way, before requiring a pupil to attempt
to sketch, freehand, the perspective drawings in
No. 5.

Before attempting this the use of the proper in-
struments should be taught. All perspective draw-
ing should be made as accurate as possible, and
therefore the proper instruments are necessary.
The pupils should be provided with two pencils
(hard and soft), a pair of compasses, a ruler, a rubber
and a set square. The hard pencil to be used in
the marking of construction lines, and the soft one
to mark the outline of the object. Both pencils
should be sharpened to a wedge-shaped point-not
round. A piece of sandpaper or an old file is a
good thing with which to sharpen the lead. The
compass ought to have one needle point, and the
other so that a pencil may be attached. The ruler
should be thin and marked off in inches, halves.
quarters, etc. The squa-e made of tin, pasteboard,
or thin wood in the form of a triangle, having angles

'Paper read by Sam'il J. Latta at West Huron Teachers'Associa-
t on.

of 30, 6o and 9o degrees, and from four to six inches
in length.

That the first principles -should be thoroughly
understood before proceeding further is true with
reference to every subject, but especially true with
reference to drawing. Upon this fact our success
largely depends. There must be no lecturing by
the teacher. He must merely act as a guide. Make
the lesson conversational and as practical as pos-
sible. Facts that cannot be illustrated by reference
to objects should be illustrated by means of rough
drawings. Give many examples and a great deal
of practice. Exercise is the grand law of develop-
ment and practice makes perfect.

I should next make the pupil acquainted with
the scale. This is important but easily accom-
plished.

My short experience teaches me that it is better
to take a practical method ofbringing out the points
in connection with perspective, than to explain such
terms as the "visual angle ", the "station point ",
etc., etc. The method I have adopted is this, which
I think can be easily understood by any fourth class
pupil:-

Teach the meaning of the word " perspective."
That it is derived from two Latin words signifying
" to look through ", which, of course, suggests
that there must be a something through which to
look. This something is an invisible plane supposed
to be interposed between the object and the spec-
tator. Upon this upright plane, we must suppose
objects to be represented as they appear. This can
be easily illustrated by means of a pane of glass
placed before the pupils on a table as shown in the
following sketch :

In making preparation for the experiment observe
very carefully the following :-

i. The pane of glass to represent the picture-
plane must be upright and parallel to the spectator.

2. The eye of the pupil must be directed towards
one point and kept in one position.

3. The boxes or blocks must be plIaced parallel to
the glass and touching it.

After everything has been properly arranged by
the teacher, the pupil must be allowed to complete
the experiment. He must take his position before
the glass and look steadily towards a point, (A) and
by means of a piece of pointed soap make a point
on the glass corresponding to the apparent position
of the corners of the blocks. Lines should now.be
drawn to represent the edges. After the tracing
has been finished the following facts may be no-
ticed :-

1. By producing the lines representing the edges
that are perpendicular to the plane of the glass they
will meet in a point. If the experiment has been
performed with fair accuracy this point will be the
point upon which the pupil's eye has been directed.
Principle illustrated-all parallel retiring lines ap-
pear to meet in a point.

A horizontal line drawn through this point repre-
sents the horizon or height of the eye.

2. All Ilorizontal and vertical lines appear the
same in the picture, with the exception that they
become shorter in appearance as they are farther
from the spectator.

3. The lines representing the edges in contact
with the picture-plane are of the same length as the
edges of the cube. Measuring, therefore, should be
done on the picture plane.

The bottom edge of the glass represents the
ground line.

The glass may be now placed flat upon the desk
and the lines transferred to paper.

Other experiments may be resorted to for the
ose of further illustrating some of these facts.

For example :-Hold a pencil in the hand at arms'

length and mark the length of object at different
distances from the eye-reference might also be
made to the appearance of a railroad.

The next in importance is to illustrate the method
of measuring, which can quite easily be done by
means of another simple experiment : Horizontal
and vertical lines may be measured by means of
receding lines, and can be illustrated from experi-
ment one by referring to the edges of block No. r.
D E, although appearing much shorter, is really the
same length as B C.

Again, place the glass upon the table, remove the
blocks, and in their places put square pieces of
paper or cardboard, the same precautions to be
observed as in the first experiment. The following
cut will show the position of the glass, etc.

In the same way as before mark the appearance
of the pieces of paper, taking care to have the eye
of the pupil directed towards one point, and in this
case care should be taken to select a point as near
to the right or left of the glass as possible. Draw
the diagonals of the squares and produce them until
they meet in M P. M P will be found to be in the
same horizontal line with C V. By means of this
point we may do all our measuring for retiring lines
in parallel perspective.

The method of reasoning is this : A B C D and
E F G H are squares, therefore aIl the sides in each
are equal. BD is equal to C D5n reality, alth b
on account of the position of D B it looks to
somewhat shorter, also F H G H = G H.

As to the position of M P it will be found by
actual experiment that it is the same distance from
C V as the pupil's eye was when making the experi-
ment, therefore from C V to M P represents the
distance of the spectator from the picture-plane.
Therefore, to measure the length of retiring hnes we
measure to the right or left of the line running to
C V, and draw from this point to M P (which repre-
sents the distance of the spectator from the picture
plane); the point where these lines intersect each
other is the farther end of the retiring line. For
example : The spectator is looking towards a cer-
tain point represented by C V and is a distance
represented by C V to M P, from the P P a straight
pole is lying upon the ground to the right and per-
pendicular to the P P. Show its appearance-

- or ~ * M. P

C V A B is the direction of the appearance of the
pole by measuring on the G L from B to C, the dis-
tance equal to the length of the pole, and drawing
from this point to M P. The lines intersect in A,
thereforeABis the appearance of the pole. Teachers
should be very careful to give many problems and
much drill so as to thoroughly fix these principles
in the minds of his pupils. After the pupils have
thoroughly understood these experiments, they will
have 'a good foundation upon which to build a
thorough knowledge of parallel perspective.

For the training of entrants I should teach these
facts by experiment, then give problems to be
done in a mechanical way before allowing them to
make the drawings in No. 5. After they become ac-
quainted with the principles upon which these have
been made, they sh ould be required to copy them,
observing these principles. It will not only enable
them to understand the work, but to make their
work much more accurate and correct.
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Primary Depar/mei. It has been said that the best way to civilize ful. In some districts more than others it is veryRussia would be by the judicious use of soft soap difficult to have clean boots throughout your class.in that country. A.little incentive in the way of a "boot rollI is pro-However we do it, we must see to it that our ductive of grand results. Draw a large side-view of
CLEANLINESS. scholars are neat and clean, if we would begin work a boot on the board and print neatly across it theBY ANOL ALCTT.aright. We sbould tanthem to be tidy in the word " shine." Below the shoe Write the names ofTHOSE that wish to be clean, clean they will most trivial matters, even in so insignificant a one al who have not once in the week core with nmuddybe." So spake the old Irishwonan in that charm- as that of cleaning slates. Water should be used boots, wet days excepted. For variety you mightng fairy tale by the Reverend C4arles Kingsley, always, and every pupil shoud have his or her give to this Iengthy list the name of "The BootThe Water Babies. cloth or sponge. This "s very important. Brigade."Many of our teachers have pupils who come from With the older pupils, and even with the juniors, You will find many thougbtless boys, who at onehomes where poverty, with its too frequent attend- we should show how necessary personal cleanliness time were blissfully happy in taking the short routeant dirt, exists. These children are in sonewhat is with reference to the preservation of good health. through the mud, picking their way and endeavoringthe same predicament as was " Topsy," in Uncle Charles Kingsley says that " People's souls make to preserve their "shine" in order to gain a placeTom's Cabin. They grow in spite of circum- their bodies, just as a snail makes it shell." This is in the "brigade."stances. undoubtedly true, but the reverse is also true, in w0 Neither do they care now to stop to play on theOur surroundings, or, as the philosopher would far as that if a boy be dIean, tidy, and neat in ap- way, and thus the device bas dveloped into a two-say, our environments, educate us more effectually pearance, it will be the easier for him to be m 1rally fold blessing, overcoming dilatory as well as untidythan we think. The eye is one of the most definite, pure and true. It will be easier for such an one to habits in your class. We migt mention a greatand one of the clearest of the perceptive faculties. be upright and honest, than for him to be slouching many more bad habits which might be subdued inPsychologists tell us that distinct, vivid impressions and sneakish. this way, but will leave it to each teachers own in-form the basis for future elaboration into thought. We have offered a few suggestions, knowing that genuity to fnd out wat incentive is best suited toIn poetry we find the same idea. If you will refer to the wide-awake teacher, these will serve as a aid all little folks in overcming their I cryingwith me to Goldsmith's Traveller, we shall find stimulus to greater efforts. evil," and wien you have discovered this, witb yourthat m speaking of the influence of country, soil Indirectly, and directly, we must be diligent in combination correct, you will assuredly be rewardedand climate on a people, he says: this work, until we have found our ElDorado of by good and encouraging results.

bliss, in the sunlight of the bright, clean faces of ourWTurn we to survey, boys and girls.Where rougher climes, a nobler race, display d We must steer carefully but surely, between the TACT.Where the bleak Swiss, their stormy mansions tread. Scylla and Charybdis ofdirt and igorance, keeping BY RHODA LEE.a sharp outlook, and doing all we can to encourage MANAGEMENT, viewed from one point, may beAs a consequence of the barrenness and sterility the free use of soap and water. said to be of two kinds. Tact, or the natural, in-of the Highlands we have a thrifty, industrious, Let us by our personal magnetism infuse into stinctive power of management which some teac-conscientious race produced. Those who dwell in our pupils the desire to be clean ; let us send into ers possess, and that whicb may be derived fromcountry places have a fondness for and communi- their hearts sparks of electric fire from our own souls; child-study and the observation of cause and effectcation with Nature, with the works ot God, which let us, in the words of the noble English statesman, in the schoolroom and homrie. Yes, aome Ifthose residing in towns and in cities, have in but a William Ewart Gladstone, " make it easy for them there is a child in your home, study him, amd yousuperficial and artificial sort of way. to do right, and hard for them to do wrong." wihl fnd much that will aid you in your schoolSince it is an axiom then that we are influenced Ve have given you no sky-scraping theories, but work.largely by what we see, we believe it to be an proved realities. Nevertheless we ask you not to "How 1 wish I had that tact," someone says.absolute necessity, in order to have pure pupils, accept them, but, in the words of the apostle, we Now let me tehl you, I think in al probability youphysically, that the school-rooms and school-yards say, " prove all things, hold fast to that which is have a considerable quantity of it, but instead ofbe tidy and clean. Let us make the schoolroom good." hs qftbl h
rig t and cheery, for indeed, it is the only pleasan

place for those scholars who have not been blessed
with neat homes.

Having surrounded our children with good, the
next step is to devote our attention to then.

How are we to secure personal cleanliness ?
It gives me much pleasure to give to you the

following methods, whicb I have tested, and have
found satisfactory:-

ist. Private Talks.-By talking privately with
individual pupils beneficial effects have been pro-duced, because this mode of treatment does notlessen the respect of a scholar in the eyes of his
fellows.

2nd. Pictorial Illustrations.--t is a well-known
fact that children are fond of praise, that they like
to be noticed.

Many teachers make mistakes just here. Forexample, they put the names of the talkers on theboard, or the names of the bad writers, or of thebad spellers, or tbey bring out before the classthose who came with dirty boots.
Present gratification is a natural instinct, if I mayso call it, with children. Therefore, this notoriety

pleases them to a certain extent. In other words,
a wrong spirit is inculcated.

And such procedure is not likely to be productive
of the best results as regards abolishing talking,improving the writing and the spelling, and getting
the boots clean. To take the latter case, let theteacher make much of those who have clean boots.Thus we reward the good and ignore, seemingly,that which is otherwise.

Again, we may talk about those birds which arefond of water, about the purity of white flowers, andmay draw suitable pictures on the board, and writethereon the names of our clean, tidy pupils. Various little devices of this sort may be used by the
ingenious teacher with much advantageu

3rd. Stories.-In the junior course of the Chau-
tauqua Young Folks' Reading Union, the Water
Babies, by Canon Kingsley, is prescribed. This
course is for children under twelve. We should
lead our scholars to read the book, or if they are
too young, we should tell them the salient points of
the story. By vividly portraying little Tom's dirty
condition, and by dwelling on bis wish to be clean,
we have been able to so impress our pupils with the
desire to be clean that the results have been grati-fying.

t "As in the elder days of art,
Builders wrought with greatest care,
Each minute and unseen part,
For the gods see everywhere.
Let us do our work as well,
Both the unseen and the seen,
Make the house where gods may dwell
Beautiful, entire and clean."

HONOR ROLLS.
"RHODA LEE."

A GREAT deal bas been said for and against honor
rols and it is to be supposed that as long as teachers
ofdiffrent mmd and calibre exist there will be some
who wll abuse but many who wll use this simple
tbough effective scbool-room artifice. In some cases
the combination is wrong ; in others the plan adopt-cd bas not been given a fair trial. By combination
I mean the spirit of class and pupil coupled with the
honor-roll. The spirit must be right to start with or
the efforts will be entirely misdirected. Endeavor
by all means to have your children lo've and do what
is right for its own sake and not for the sake of
excelling otherg.

When one of your active, troublesome boys gets
into the "fort" described in our last number, as a
good soldier, let him feel that it is the record and
reward of a " trying " week, and he is now pled2cd
to keep up bis reputation as a god sowdier. He is
not to be contented wit his own success but is also
to help others, in school and out, to get into this
place of safety.

Be careful tbat your " Busy Bees," referred to in
our last paper, never stop to pride themselves on
their thriftiness. Guard against your children stoop-
ing for the prize before they have gained the victory.Have them scorn the thought of unworthy honor,
and undeserved praise. Tbis right spirit is not by
any means an easy thing to obtain. Neither is any-tbing ese wortb baving. Nevertheless get it.

This emulation may be applied, either to the in-
tellectual part ofschool work, or to the moral actions
of the pupil, but it is in the latter that we recom-
mend thc use of it most strongly.We think it must be the experience of ail who
have faithfully used the honor rolîs in this connec-
tion, that, for the promotion of general good con-
duct and tidiness especially, they are extremely use-

Yg to use it you have been enforcing your ruleswith a grand will, certainly, and yet with, perhaps, asprinkling of harshness and despotism of which
you would scarcely deem yourself capable. Howmuch more peaceful, pleasant and profitable the
day would have been could you have conquered
that idle, "I can't " boy, or that obstinate girl, bya little tact, than by the exercise of your indomitable
will and authority. Undoubtedly tact is a very im-portant "wheel" in the school-room work. Letus note the various " spokes " of which it is com-
posed, and their bearing on the other machinery.One of the first and most necessary is praise ; and
let it be si5oken, by aIl means, flot merely tbought.A little deserved praise to tbe right one, in the
right way, at the right time, never fails.

If you have had some trouble, as I have, with
noisy feet, you will find it advisable to say some-times, "Tom, I am glad to see you have conquered
your feet, or to a row, " The girls in the second
row have had god feet during the last lesson."
This, to sore who have been really trying, will do
much towards obtaining steadiness of feet.

In no better way than by a little well-timed praise
ca neatness of work be obtained. You may give
the commendation in a variety of ways. When ex-
amining the slates, place on the work some mark,either with white or colored chalk, or change the
position of the pencil from its place on the desk tothe slate, or, in preference to this, place the slates
deserving approbation on a ledge along the wall.

Rermember, however, that it is not only the best,
but the one on whicb the greatest effort bas beenexpended, that is deserving of praise. If your chI-
dren love you as t ey ougbt, and have not been
satiated witb praise, tey will value your approba-
tion very highly, and prize it wben received.Children love to be praised, and we, in our lovefor it also, are reminded that we " are but cbildrenof a larger growth." How in our school work welong for a word of commendation, and when we re-ceive it, with what added zest we work ILet me tell you of a little experiment I made inmy class quite recently.

I had been greatly troubled with some harsh,loud voices in my class, and had tried many plansfor softening them, but, from forgetfultiess morethan anything else, these voices would come out at
tumes and influence the whole class. One morning
I stopped my scholars in a song, and, turning tothe boys, I said, "lBoys, I was in the country this
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summer, and took a book one morning and went
Out to the woods for a quiet time with the trees. I
was Sitting under some very tall pines, and had be-
gun to feel a little drowsy, when I was startled by
the harsh,-grating voice of a crow, who was caw-
Img loudly over my head. Just as the great black -
bird stopped cawing, I heard the sweetest song up-
on my right. It was from a little yellow oriole, and
Coming after that noisy crow, it sounded sweeter to
me than ever before. Your singing made me
think of that morning. Do you know why? Now
let us al try to be orioles."

The next song was the sweetest I ever had in
my class. I then said to some boys who had nat-
urally harsh voices, but who had softened them
wonderfully, " John, I know now how soft your
voice can be," and " Frank, you are helping greatly
in the banishing of the crows." Then I praised
the whole class for their efforts in copying the
oriole, and the next song was even softer. That
evening I drew with my colored crayons in a spare
corner a picture of the pine trees, perched the old
crow on the top, and brought out the little yellow
bird, very distinctly, on a lower branch.

Any tendency to loud singing was instantly put
an end to by a mere glance at the crow, or a
reference to our listening bird, and a little praise to
the " orioles " in the room, who I am happy to say
are much more numerous than they once were.

Other spokes in the tact wheel will be discussed
at a later date.

Praise, let me say before leaving it, is never more
necessary than just as we are commencing a new
term, when we have new scholars who have little
Confidence and less application. Cheer them up
and help them on whenever you can with a word of
praise for their tiny efforts. And let it be genuine
praise. Do not let the lips and face be at variance.

Praise that is spoken but in part,
Fails to cheer the saddened heart,
But the whole-souled praise that beams from the

face,
Drives care and despair from every place."

HINTS FOR OBJECT LESSONS.

WE should endeavor at this time to use some of
Nature's autumn supplies for these lessons and I
shall suggest only what lies within the power of
every teacher to readily obtain. Have as many
object lessons as possible in your lowest classes,
but have at least two a week in every grade of the
primary department. Take pains to make them
bright, attractive and orderly, and they will become
an all-round pleasure, and a decidedly interesting
part of the week's work. One lesson this month
might be on the seed of the sunflower which is to
be found in almost every garden. The plan of pro-
cedure at this time will be in the order of the series.
The following heads of the first lesson will perhaps
be of assistance in guiding the investigations of the
class.

Supply every child with a few seeds and have in
the roorn one or two flowers and leaves.

I. Sunflower-seed.
I.-SIGHT.'

(a) Shape.
(b) Color.
(c) Nature of surface judged by eye.
(d) Note other objects resembling the

appearance.
2-TOUCH.

seed in

(a) Nature of surface discovered by feeling.
(b) Weight.
(c) Form undiscovered by sight.
(d) Break seed and question as to the qualities of

skm and flesh-whether hard or soft, also their uses.

3-TASTE.
(a) Sweet or sour. Compare with other things.
(b) Compare with other seeds witb regard to use

as food.
(c) Refer to the decided "taste" the chickens

have for it.
Close by a little talk about the use and growth of

seeds.
Note-Sketch plant on Illack-board using colored

chalks.
I Leaves, (any plant or tree).
III. Wheat.

CorrespofndCfCe.

SPELLING GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.
To the Editorofille EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

SIR,-Among other interesting matter in your t

JOURNAL of Sept. 2nd, appeared a very able paper
on Geography, by Mr. Ross. In this he enumerates
in a very exhaustive and instructive manner the
necessaries or apparatus essential in the teaching
of Geography, defines what should be taught, and
sets forth bis method of imparting the subject to the
children. Just here I might say that such articles
as the one in question are a decided benefit (and I
speak from experience,) to teachers. It shows them
other methods than their own, which if they do not
altogether adopt they at least may to a great extent
profit by.

But there is one thing connected with the teaching
of Geography to which in my opinion more prom-
inence ought to be given than that accorded by Mr.
Ross. I refer to the spelling of geographical names.
After impressing on the pupils' minds the names
and positions of places, a thorough drill in the spell-
ing of these should at once be given. At each
subsequent review special attention should be given
to spelling. This, with the practice the pupil would
get in writing and map-drawing, would be sufficient.

The course the Education Department has taken
of late years in crowding subject after subject on
the Public school curriculum bas led of necessity
to the neglect of spelling. This is to be deplored
as, next to reading, it is probably the most important
branch.

The only way, then, open to teachers is to so
manage their classes that their pupils will be acquir-
ing a knowledge of spelling in every subject as well
as in Geography. Respectfully yours,

•J. A. JOYCE.
ENNISMORE, Sebt. /, 1889.

CLASS-WORK vs. DESK-WORK.

T, the Editor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-I read with considerable interest two short
discussions in the JOURNAL of September 2nd.,
concerning the programme of studies for rural Pub-
lic schools. I think some of the statements and
questions in the first letter are slightly erroneous.
To find fault is easy, to criticise is difficult. I think
the following remarks about some of Mr. W's ques-
tions and statements will be supported by sound
reasoning and common sense. " Of the time spent
by a pupil in school under a good teacher," says
Mr. Wallis, "the most valuable part is that spent in
class." This statement, if passed without comment,
might lead some teachers to neglect the desk-work,
and devote too much time and labor to the class-
work. The educator's aim is to teach children to
study. Where can the teacher have a better oppor-
tunity of ascertaining whether he bas accomplished
this or not, than he bas when the pupils are seated
after class-work? It is not what is learned, but
using what is learned that is valuable to a pupil.
While in the class a pupil cannot use the know-
ledge imparted to him by the teacher, and, therefore,
he must use it at bis seat. May we not conclude
then that the desk-work is of as much importance
as the class-work ? and also that the study pro-
gramme, whether preparatory or supplementary, is
of as much importance as the recitation or teaching.

Again, he asks, "In how many years could an

average pupil complete the Public school geography
spending thirty minutes a week in recitation ? or
the course in British history by spending forty-five
minutes a week in recitation ? Does it matter how
long it requires a pupil to complete a subject as long
as he knows what be bas studied ? If a pupil were

taught merely to recite and not to know he would
likely never be able to complete a subject. The am-
ount studied and recited'is nothing, what is remein-
bered is al]. If a teacher is crowding a pupil's
mind for examination, of course forty-five minutes a

week for history in the class is not enough, but for
a thorough, practical educator, aiming to mould his
pupils into educated men and women the time, with
the desk and home study, is quite suffieient. " Art
is long "

Mr. W. says: "Let the Department arrange a
programme, etc.," something which he thinks is im-
possible. Suppose the Department arranged a pro-

gramme suitable for aIl schools, then teachers would
become mere imitators, instead of being, as all true
educators are, earnest independent thinkers, and
enthusiastic workers. No programme can be made
for any one school that will exactly suit the circum-
stances of every other or any other school. If a
eacher can modify a programme arranged by the
Department, can he not as easily form one of bis
own better suited to the ever varying circumstances
of bis school?

It would be impossible for the Department to
state how nany hours should be devoted to each
subject each week. In some schools the pupils re-
quire to give one subject special attention. Another
school another subject. It is the teacher's duty,
and the teacher's only, to decide by personal and
actual experience to which subject, in each case, the
most time must be given.

Mr. W. thinks that it would be advisable to strike
off some subjects from the course, and that this
would be wise and progressive. Our course of
studies is not too extensive. The fault lies not in
too extensive a course, but in teaching too much of
any one subject. The amount is given without the
idea, theory without practice, principle without the
application, problems are solved, words parsed,
definitions studied, but the relation of the one with
the other is not understood. If a pupil be taugbt
to use a principle learned in one subject, in bis
study of another, then the teaching too much of any
one subject can be avoided, and time and labor
economised. Do not let us retrograde. The aim
of our present system is to place the ungraded
schools upon the same footing as the city schools,
and thus keep the educational work abreast through-
out the country.

August p, 1889. EDUCATOR.

MURDERING THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH.

PROBABLY there is not an instrument in common
use, from a pencil to a piano, which is used so im-
prfectly as language. You were well taught here
and most of you have been using the English you
learned for some time since you graduated. But,
if you will let me be plain, I suspect that it would be
safe to offer a gold medal as a prize to every young
lady here who will not before to-morrow night utter
some sentence that cannot be parsed; will put no
singulars and plurals into forbidden connections ;
will drop no particles, double no negatives, mix no
metaphors, tangle no parentheses, begin no state-
ment two or three times without finishing it, and
not once construct a proposition after this manner :
when a person talks like that they should be asham-
ed of it. We all repeat and perpetuate conven-
tional blunders and hereditary solecisms without
once applying the study of four or five years in syn-
tax and conjugation to our current speech. Where
is the reform to begin ? I say emphatically set
about grammatic correctness, first of all. Watch
yourself. Criticise yourself. Be intolerant with
yourself. Get some housemate to expose you. Say
over the thing correctly till the mistake is made
impossible. It would be no more discreditable to
your school training to finish a picture out of draw-
ng, or to misspell the name of one of our territories,

or to mistranslate a lne of Virgil, or to flat in music,
than to confound the parts of speech in a morning
call. Nothing is to be said in this presence of
slang. If I were to exhort those who are here on
that matter it should be only to forbearance, in that
they are obliged to hear it from their ill-bred
acquaintances " Awful handsome " and "horrid
nice " and "jolly sunset," and all that pitiful dialect,
coming of weak heads and early neglect, we shall
have to bearwithuntil select and high-toned schools,
like this one, have chastened the manners and ele-
vated the spirits of the better-conditioned classes ;
and, through them, the improved standard will work
its way outward and downward into the Public
schools and the homes of the people. Unexpected
hyperbole is often witty, but nonsense is not, nor
are stale repetitions of nonsense. An ill-natured
bachelor shamelessly reports that he has entered
in bis diary a thousand scraps of talk of young wo-
men heard in the streets and bouses, of which seven
hundred and eighty begin with "says I," or " says
he," and one hundred and twenty contain the tom-
binations "just splendid," "stuck up," and "per-
fectly lovely."-Bishop F. D. Huntîn g-ton, ta a cass
of Young Women.
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Examination Papers.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO.-
MIDSUMMER EXAMINATIONS, 1889:

THIRD CLASS TEACHERS.
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

Exarîners: fM. J. KELLY, M.D., LL.B.
SJ.E. HODGSON, M.A.

NOTE-Only eight questions are to be answered,
viz., 3 from group A, 2 from group B, and 3 from
group C.

A.

i. What, and where to be found, are the evi-
dences of the occupation of England by (a) the
Celts, (b) the Romans, (c) the Danes, (d) the Nor-
man French?

2. What English kings were connected with the
Crusades ? Show how these wars affected the Eng-
lish people.

3. Outline, with brief notes, as to their causes
and effects, the constitutional changes that occurred
during any two of the following reigns :-(a) that of
John, (b) that of Henry III, (c) that of Charles I, (a)
that of Charles II, (e) that of William Ill.

4. Sketch the leading features of the reign of
George III.

5. Give an account of the Chartist Agitation.
Enumerate the demands made by the leaders of the
movement, and show how far these demands have
been since satisfied.

B.

6. .Detail the cause of the Canadian Rebellion of
1837, and the results that flowed from it.

7. State fully the circumstances that led up to
Canadian Confederation.

8. Outline briefly the Constitution of Canada as
defined by the British North America Act of 1867,
noting the functions generally of the Dominion and
Local Legislatures. State which hasjurisdiction in
matters affecting :-IndianAffairs, Education, Fish-
eries, Rivers and Streams, Postal Service, Militia,
Municipal Institutions, Bankruptcy, Penitentiaries,
Gaols, Reformatories.

C.

9. Locate the principal commercial centres of the
British Islands, indicating their most important
trade relations and mentioning for what each centre
is especially noted.

10. Draw an outline map of the United States,
showing the water system and describing its effects
on commerce, climate and productions.

11. State the causes and directions of the trade
winds, the monsoons, and the land and sea breezes ;
and show how trade, climate and productions are
affected by them.

iz. Locate as def6nitely as possible the following
places, mentioning for what each is remarkable :
Heidelberg, Aden, Duluth, Calcutta, Carthagena,
Victoria, Sault Ste. Marie, Halifax.
1 13. Give an account of the natural resources of
British Columbia and the Basin of the Mackenzie
River, with the probable effects of their development
on the future of the Canadian North-West.

ARITHMETIC.

Examiners. F. WHITE.
IWH. BALLARD, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates will take the first four ques-
tions and any five of the others.

1. (a) Si *py - < o,6+o (Answerå oftx (J)' 1-6 X •625

in fractional form.)
(b) Find the average, correct to 4 places of deci

mals, of
12t, 21, 7Ï, '034, 3-125, o, 24-58 and 12 lv

NOTE.-No marks will be allowed for either (a
or (b) except the answer be perfectly correct.

2. It what time will $30441 gain $22 10* 10 ifat the
same rate, the gain on $24944·10 for i year and i5
days is $2596-92 ? What is the rate per cent. pel
annum (365 days to a year)?

3. A house that cost $1550 rents for $155 a
month. 'It is insured for $10850 @ t% yearly ; the
taxes are 15 mills on an assessment of $12450, and
$346.45 is spent each year on repairs. What rate
of interest does the investment pay ?

j. A rectangular field, whose width is 3{ of its
length, contains 15 acres, 123 per. In going from
one corner to the opposite how much shorter is it
to take the diagonal than to go around the two
sides ?

5. A note of $2450, dated Halifax, June ist, 1886,
for 4 mos., bearing interest @ 6 %, is discounted at
a bank on Aug. i 5th @ 8%. Find the proceeds.

6. A farm cost 3t times as mu'ch as a house ; by
selling the house @ 1o% loss and the farm @ 7½ %
gain, $3993.30 is received. Find cost of each.

7. Bought 64 yds. of cloth, @ $5.7o a yard. If it
shrank 5% in length, find the selling price per yard
to gain 20%.

8. A and B are partners, A's capital being 3 of
B's. At the end of 5 months A withdraws 1 of his
capital, and at the end of9 months B withdraws 1 of
his. How should they divide a gain of $4222.33 at
the end oftheyear?

9. A man sold his 5 per cents @ 78 and invested
the proceeds in 6 per cents @ 104. His change in
income being $385, find how muçh 5 per cent. stock
he had.

io. A dealer shipped 400 bushels wheat @ $1.4o,
8oo bushels @ $i.624, and 300 bushels @ $1.20, to
his agent, who sold the first at 20 per cent. gain,
the second at 15 percent. gain, and the third at 46
per cent. loss. The agent's commission was 3 per
cent., and other charges were $83.44; find the
dealer's gain per cent.

ii. What is the cost of boards, at $i for 50 sq. ft.,
to make a closed box 7 ft. 1o in. long, 3 ft. 8 in.
wide, 2 ft. 6 in. high (outside dimensions), the boards
being i inch thick ?

12. Reckoning a pint to be 30 cub. in.: if 462 gals.
are taken out of a cylindrical cistern 7 ft. in diam-
eter, how many inches will the surface of the water
be lowered ? (r=34).

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. -ANNUAL
EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

JUNIOR MATRICULATION.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND PROSE
LITERATURE.

PASS AND HONORS.

Examiners.: fA. H. REYNAR, M.A.,
DAVID REID KEYS, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates for University Scholarships
will take only those questions marked with an
asterisk. All other candidates (whether for Pass or
Honors, Second Class or First Class Certificates)
must take the first four questions and any two of the
remainder.

***Pass Candidates are warned that part I. counts
half the paper.

*i. Write a Composition on

The Genius of Goldsmith as illustrated in the
Citizen of the World.

Il.

*2. Explain the title, " The Citizen ofthe World."
Under what circumstances were these essays writ-
ten ? Who were Goldsmith's models in this style of
writing ?

*3. " The distinctions of polite nations are few
but such as are peculiar to the Chinese appear in
every page of the following correspondence. The
metaphors and allusions are all drawn from the
East. Their formality our author carefully pre
serves. Many of their favorite tenets in morals are
illustrated. The Chinese are always concise ; so is
he. Simple; so is he. The Chinese are grave and
sententious ; so is he. But in one particular the
resemblance is peculiarly striking : the Chinese are
often dull ; and so is he. Nor bas my assistance
been wanting. We are told in an old romance of a
certain knight-errant and his horse who contracted
an intimate friendship. The horse most usually

bore the knight ; but in cases of extraordinary dis-
patch the knight returned the favor and carried his
horse. Thus in the intimacy between my author
and me, he has usually given me a lift of bis East-
ern sublimity, and I have sometimes gifen him a
return of my colloquial ease.

" Yet it appears strange in this season of pane-
gyric when scarcely an author passes unpraised
either by his friends or himself, that such merits as
our philosopher's should be forgotten. While the
epithets of ingenious, copious, elaborate, and refined
are lavished among the mob like medals at a cor-
onation, the lucky prizes fall on every side, but not
one on him. I could on this occasion make myseif
melancholy, by considering the capriciousness of
public taste, or the mutability of fortune ; but during
this fit of morality, lest my reader should sleep, l'il
take a nap myself, and when I awake tell him my
dream."

(a) State the subject of each of these paragraphs.
How is the transition made ?

(b) Cite or refer to examples of the Chinese peculi-
arities in these Essays.

(c) Distinguish between : metaphor and simile;
tenet and doctrine; formality and stiffness; concise
and precise; simple and clear; romance and novel.

(d) Derive sententious, romance, knight-errant.
(e) Note any words used in a different sense

from that now given them, and explain the dis-
tinction.

(f) Panegyric. Give synonymous words and dis-
tinguish carefully in meaning.

*4. Re-write the second paragraph, substituting
words of Old English (Anglo-Saxon) origin where
you can.

*5. Criticise Goldsmith's use of figurative lan-
guage.

6. Describe the visit to the Club of Authors.

*7. Sketch the character of the Man in Black.
8. Compare Beau Tibbs with a modern dandy.
*9. Compare Goldsmith as an essayist with the

writer of the Victorian age who, in your opinion,
most resembles him.

BOTANY.

HONORS.

Examiner.- J. J. MACKENZIE, B.A.
NOTE.-Candidates for Honors must take ques-

tions marked * . Candidates for First Class C.
examination must take the first three questions and
any three of the remaining four.

*i. Describe accurately the plant submitted.
*2. Refer it to its proper position among Phane-

rograms, and mention several allied Canadian
species.

*3. Illustrate, by drawings, as accurately as pos-
sible, the structure of the flower before you. Show
by a floral diagram the relationship of the different
organs.

*4. Give some account of the method in which
plants obtain their food. Explain in this connec-
tion what is meant by insectivorous plants and
mention some Canadian examples.

5. Describe fully the fructification in the common
horse-tail (Equisetum) and compare it with that in
the club moss (Lycopodium).

*6. Give some account of the Stonewort (Chara),
and its method of reproduction.

*7. Give a short account of the means by which
cross fertilization is brought about in the flower,
illustratng your answer as fully as possible by
Canadian examples. .

NOT NECESSARY.

THE public schools do not need to assume either
college or university terms to have all the dignity
that they need. It is their duty to occupy the place
that belongs to them and lend such assistance as
they can to encourage such an education as will
develop the whole man. The greatest tribute that
can be paid to a public school teacher's work is that
he did so good work that he left a strong aspiration
for the great fields of knowledge yet -beyond, and
his pupils were ready and willing to pay the price
necessary to attain it. Exchange.
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School-Room Methods.

FRACTIONS.
IF thorough work has been done in factoring

numbers and in finding their common divisors and
COmmon multiples, this subject of fractions brings
little that is either new or troublesome.

Let these two ideas be clearly fixed before at-
tempting operations with fractional numbers : ist.
What a frictional number is. 2nd. How it is
represented. In the first, bùild on what the child
already knows. Let him find for you j of an
apple, 4 of the length of the room, 4 of the sur-
face of the desk, 4 of a square or other regular
figure drawn on the blackboard. Find 1 of a sheet
Of paper, according to the dictation of the class.
1o a great deal of this objective work, carefully
graded, of course. Provide yourself with strips or
circles of paper unifori in size, with which all the
oPerations can be performed. Bring out the idea
that the parts must be equal. This work should
be kept up long enough to give the pupils readi-
ness in finding fractional parts.

Right here is a good place for the pupil to have
Such problems as this : How could you divide three
apples equally among four boys ? He soon reaches
the generalization that the n-mth of a unit is equal
to one mth of n units.

Now should come the eixpression of a fractional
number. The numerator numbers the units, the
denominator simp'y names them. The latter idea
Is the new one to the child. He has always read 4
as a symbol for a number ; now it is to be read as
"fourths." Let him master the idea that the de-
nominator is the naine given, and merely shows into
how many parts tbe unit of the fraction bas been
divided. The clear comprehension of this will save
niuch confusion. Let him now represent the frac-
tional parts already found, until he Clearly associ-
ates the number and its symbol.

He is now ready for the terms, proper, improper,
simple, complex and compound. After these are
comprehended the principles of fractions should be
Presented and explained. In giving these princi-
Ples and in making reductions of fractions,·objects
should be used freely to aid the pupil in grasping
the idea. We have found it a good plan to have
the effect of multiplying or of dividing the numera-
tor mastered before considering the operations on
the denominator. This is a good place to do slow
and sure work. Make haste slowlv.

In taking up reductions and the 'other operations,
let fully nine-tenths of the work be oral. Illustrate
rnethods by means of the simplest fractions. Train
the pupils to work correctly, quickly and neatly.
In board or slate work, have operations performed
Mentally whenever possible. For instance, in re-
ducing 7, Il, fi and 'i to their least common de-
nIominator, the denominator may be found by
inspection, and each numerator may be found the
saine way. So the crayon is used simply to record
results.

In taking up addition and subtraction, connect
then closely with the saine operations as applied
to whole numbers. Only like numbers can be
added or subtracted. Write the numbers in a
Vertical column. Look for the least common
denominator and, if possible, find it by inspection.
If the new numerators are separated from the
original fractions by commas, the new denominator
n1eed te written but once. This device saves time
and makes the work clearer and neater. If the
Pupils are trained to use their eyes, they will often
see in the columns pairs.of fractions that can be
nited at sight, and others that are not in their

lOwest termas. They will also soon learn that it
never pays to reduce a whole or mixed number to
an improper fraction before adding.

That there are two ways of multiplying and also
of dividing a fraction, has been learned while mas-
tering the general principles of fractions. Lead
the children to see which of these methods is always
the easier, and then see to. it that they use this
easier one whenever they can. do so.

Multiplying a fraction by a fraction is more coin-
Plicated, as the operation involves two steps. An
expression like Xe, should be. treated as 2 of i.
The operation of finding 3 tines one-fourth of
does not prove confusing to pupils who understand
What has gone before. This problen may be read,
"Find one-fourth of three times Û.

There are several ways by which we may explain
the work of dividing one fraction by another. The
following seem the easiest for pupils to grasp :-

I. - ¾= ? Consider ¾ the fourth part of 3.
Î - 3 = 1. But the true divisor is the fourth

part of three, hencethe true quotient is foir timesgr.
Il. Only like numbers can be compared. 1=
From either method it is an easy matter to deduce

the rule.
As soon as any operation is understood, give a

great many problems involving that operation.
Encourage the use of cancellation, even in mental
problems, and insist on its use in written examples.
See that the pupils do not swing away from their
moorings-forget what the unit of their fraction is.
This fault causes much of the trouble found in frac-
tions. If a pupil does not seem to grasp the condi-
tions clearly, it is well to require him to illustrate
by diagrain, or to show in some other way the idea
that he gets from the problem.-County School
Council.

AN EXPERIMENT IN COMPOSITION
WRITING.

I WAS tired of listening to so-called compositions
on the trite subjects of Friendship, Winter, Educa-
tion, Hope, Pleasures of Memory, Punctuality, et
id genus omne. Every Friday afternoon I had
suffered untold torments, while the lads and lasses
of my class stumbled up to the platform by my side
and mumbled off their wise nothings on these sub-
jects. The affair was getting to be as much dreaded
by me as I know it was irksome to my scholars.
Could anything be done to awaken an interest in
this really most valuable exercise? I had often
striven to answer this query, and had occasionaily
broken the bonds of habit, and had given out sub-
jects which I wished to be discussed or written
about. Sometimes it would be biographical, and
the lives of great men in history would be the sub-
ject, but the encyclopœdias were the sole source of
information, and the resuits, in a literary point of
view and value, were practically ni, and this line
was abandoned after a few weeks. After many
trials with varying degrees of success, I finally bit
on the following plan :-I announced a week pre-
vious to the afternoon for literary exercises, that the
only subjects for composition were descriptions of
something each scholar had seen being done ; they
were to be accounts of the actual working of some
business or occupation, and such writer was to be
familiar with his subject. The composition was to
be written in the school-room, and was to occupy
the hour usually given to the reading of the regular
weekly essays.
' As the hour approached I observed that there

was considerable eagerness on the part of the
children to begin their writing, and when the paper
was distributed, there was not a moment spent in
preliminary excursions and wool-gathering. All
went industriously and eagerly to writing. Fifty-
four papers were handed in at the end of the allotted
time, and fifty-four satisfied boys and girls sat back
in their seats with calin expectancy and contented
mien. It may not be worth while to recount all
that this exercise meant to us all, and how it was
followed up with ever-increasing interest and profit.
Let me state some of the subjects on which the first
compositions were written.

Twelve girls and one boy described the process
of making bread, and their directions were for the
most part lucid and safe to follow. * * * *

The games or pastimes were well cared for, three
boys describing the ever revered game of hockey,
while lacrosse, cricket, baseball and toboggan-
ning, were written up by lheir devotees. The sons
of artizans looked after the trades of their fathers,
for seven boys wrote about the building of wooden
and brick bouses, and several described the making
of rubber shoes, weaving of carpets, type-setting,
building of the running parts of a wagon, planing
of boards, etc. One girl went into the details of
making butter ; another of making pincushions ;
another told how to knit, and gave a catalogue of
the various articles she had knitted during the past
year.

Washing was the topic of one girl's essay, and
she solemnly averred that she enjoyed doing the
week's wash, and thought " blue Monday " the best
day in the week ; while another girl gave ber expe-
periences in ironing clothes, and told how she often
burned ber fingers. A dainty miss, who had visited

Marblehead during the summer, gave a four-page
description anent lobster catching ; another told
how to color Easter eggs, and another gave full
details in the art of papering a room. One boy,
the son of the proprietor of a variety store, told how
express carts were put together, and the boy who
plays the violin wrote an interesting account of how
the violin is made, and what must be done to 1. arn
to play it. One boy, whose grandfather is a fariner,
told all about weeding carrots, and didn't seem to
think there was much fun in the occupation.

The experiment succeeded beyond my expecta-
tion, and I had a good opportunity to study the
likes and dislikes and the inclinations of my pupils.
I know itis a good plan, and I commend it to the
consideration of others.-Allen Dale, in American
Teacher..

For Friday Afternoon.

THE GOLDEN KEYS.
A BUNCH of golden keys is mine,

To make each day with gladness shine.
"Good morning !" that's the golden key,

That unlocks ev'ry.day for me.

When evening comes, " Good night!" I say,
And close the door of each glad day.

When at the table " If you please !"
I take froin off my bunch of keys.

When friends give anything to me,
PlIl use the little " Thank you " key.

l'Il often use each golden key,
And so a happy child l'Il be.

GOOD-MORNING AND GOOD-NIGHT.
GOOD-MORNING peeped over her eastern gate,

To see if the children were up ;
And laughed at a bumblebee coming home late,

Who was caught in a holly-hock cup.
Good-Morning has eyes like the glint of the skies

When they're bright as the sun and the stars
mixed together

And her lips are so sweet, and ber steps are so fleet,
She can dance like a thistledown, fly like a fea-

ther.
You " never have seen her? " Oh, me ! Oh, me!
What a dull little sleepy-head you must be !

Good-Morning can sing like a brook or a bird;
She knows where the fairies all hide ;

Some folk, hard of hearing, say they never have
heard

Her sing, though they often have tried.
Good-Morning bas hair made of sunshine so rare,

The elves try to steal it to weave in~ the weather;
Which made her afraid, the bonny wee maid

To swing on the gate many minutes together,
You "never have seen ber ?" Ah, me ! Ah, me!
What a cross, lazy lie-abed you must be l
Good-Night is her neighbor, a dear little soul,

Who swings in a hammock and not on a gate.
She half shuts ber eyes with a great yawn so droll,

It would make an owl laugh, I will venture to
state,

Good-night always brings the most wonderful
things,

To hide in the children's beds. glittering and
gleaming I

Such tRes she can tell, and she tells them so well,
You could listen all night, and believe you were

dreaming !
You " never have heard her?" Oh, me! Oh, me
What a small naughty wide-awake you must be!

Good-Night bas a bouse full of beautiful toys,
That she keeps for the children -no grown folks

are there ;
And she carries them off, the wee girlies and boys

To ber magical palace, and oh, how they stare
Good-Night never frowns when she sees the white

gowns
Come trooping to beg for more stories,-the

dear !-
But with kisses and smiles the time she beguiles,

And bids them to come again soon,-do you hear?
You " never have been there ! " Ah, me! Ah, me!
What a very sad, grown-up young chick you must

be ! •
-Rosa Evangeline Angel, in St. Nicholas for/June.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
WE direct attention to the announcement of the

merits of the "Concise Imperial Dictionary." It is
our intention to handle this Dictionary in connection
with the JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding,
and the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for One year, both for
$5.50, plus 14 Cents for postage. Subscribers who are
paid in advance may deduct the amount they paid for
one year, send the balance, and have the book at once.
This gives the party -the JOURNAL for b.oo.

Editorial.

TORONTO, SEPTEMBER 16, 1889.

ABOUT DULL PUPILS.

THE London Globe lias been calling atten-
tion to an evil which, under the baneful stimulus
of the code and payment by results, seems to
have made very serious headway in England.
We are by no means sure that the same thing
may not need some attention in Canada.
" Until comparatively recent years," says the
Globe, "the British pedagogue took the fat with
the lean in respect to clever and dull boys. He
made the best that he could of both, well aware
that juvenile quickness in learning is no criterion
of success in after-life. Nor did he attempt to
dispute that it was as much his mission to teach
the stupid as the smart. Now, however, there
are many schoolmasters-and their number is
increasing-who seem to consider that the main
object of education is to enhance the renown of
the place where it is imparted, and not to bene-
fit the recipient. In their eyes the dull boy is
simply a blunder and a nuisance; they wash
their hands of the wretched dunce, and relegate
his training to the chapter of accidents."

The Globe goes on to say that even in some

of the Board schools there is said to be a dis-
position to work on this plan, but that it is in

higher spheres that really notable instances are
found. A case in point referred to is at Man-
chester, wîhere the Grammar school has a high
and no doubt deserved reputation. " In order
to maintain this character, the high master sets
his face against dull boys; if they cannot learn
as quickly as, in his opinion, they ought, they
must leave. A father, who has just received an
intimation of this sort, naturally considers it

rather lard that his boy should be cast adrift

for no other fault than mental sluggishness.

He admits that the lad is dull, but contends
that, when he himself was at school, the peda-
gogic method was to bestow especial Wpre on
pupils of that sort, with the result that they
have often turned out excellent men of busi-
ness."

We do not remember to have heard any simi
lar complaints with regard to Canadian Public
or High schools, but in view of the keen com-

petition for educational standing as determined
in the case of the former by the Entrance, and
in that of the latter by the Matriculation and
teachers' examinations, Ontario teachers are en
titled to great credit if they have not often beer
guilty of the injustice indicated. The tempta
tion to neglect the boy or girl who cannot be
got ready to make a creditable*pass must be

very great. It is well understood that the repu-
tations, and not infrequently the situations, of
the masters of both Public and High schools
depend very largely upon the relative success of
their respective schools in passing candidates at
these examinations. When to this is added the
effect, perhaps unconscious, of the fact that the
task of teaching is much more delightful when
the pupils are bright than when they are dull, it
would be surprising if the latter did not fail, in
many instances, to receive a due share of atten-
tion.

The conscientious teacher needs only to have
the danger pointed out in order to put himself
on his guard against the commission or permis-
sion of so cruel an injustice. The sagacity of
the true teacher will soon discover, too, that
the difference in mental ability is often relaive
rather than absolute. The fact that a boy or
girl seems hopelessly dull in arithmetic or Latin,
by no means proves mental inferiority in every
respect. The dulness may be found, in many
cases, to be more apparent than real; the re-
suit, perhaps, of bad teaching and consequent
bad mental habits, or of chronic discouragement
at an earlier stage of progress. It is told of a
boy who afterwards became distinguished for
intellectual ability, that he on one occasion was
severely flogged for failing to tell the reason why
a certain word was in a certain mood, or tense,
or case. After administering the educational
panacea in the old style, the pedagogue repeated
the grammatical formula which he had been
vainly striving to elicit, and chided the boy for
his obstinacy in refusing to give what he must
have known to be the required answer. " Oh,"
said the boy, " that is the rude. I knew that ail
the tine, but it was the reason you asked for."

• Most teachers of experience will have met
with somewhat similar cases, in which a new
device, or merely a new and unconventional
way of putting a question or making an explana-
tion bas let a flood of light into what was mis-
takenly supposed to be an obtuse intellect, and
marked the beginning of a new era of Progress.

Unhappily, the large classes and crowded pro-
grammes in most of our schoolz make it simply
impossible for teachers to study the characters
and idiosyncracies of individu d pupils as they
should. But it is none the less desirable that
ail should guard strictly against the twin dan-

gers, that of neglecting pupils who are unmis-
takably dull and consequently in greater need
of patience and help, and that of too hastily as-
suming dulness in the case of those who do not
respond so rcadily as. others to the ordinary
educational methods.

THE LATE PRINCIPAL McHENRY.

IN the death of Mr. Donald C. McHenry,
I late Principal of the Cobourg Collegiate Insti

tute, the cause of Secondary Education in the
Province of Ontario bas suffered a serious loss
The particulars of the sorrowful event are, nc
doubt, known to most of our readers. It wa
while attending the recent annual meeting of the

Ontario Teachers' Association, at Niagara-on-the-
Lake, that Mr. McHenry was stricken down-
with the disease which, after two weeks of suffer-
ing, termnated his useful life. The immediate
cause of death was spinal meningitis, but it is
the opinion of his friends that over-work, the re-
suit of his enthusiastic devotion to the interests
of the institution over which he so successfully
presided, had prepared the way for the inroads
of the disease, and so was the primary cause Of
his premature death.

Mr. McHenry was a native of the town of
Napanee, where he was born in 1840. In that
town he received the rudiments of his educa-
cation, which was afterwards completed at Vic-
toria University, from which he graduated in

1873 with the highest honors in classics and
modern languages. Some years spent in learn-
ing and practising the business of printing and
journalism, followed by several years of teaching
as assistant in the Napance Grammar School,
during ail which years his spare hours were as
siduously devoted to study and mental improve-
ment, formed, no doubt, an excellent preparation
for the success afterwards achieved as college
student and High school master.

Some months before graduation Mr. Mc-
Henry had been designated in advance for the
classical mastership in the Cobourg Collegiate
Institute. After one year of successful work in
that capacity he was promoted to the Principal-
ship. That position, as is well known, he filled
with distinguished ability till the date of his
death. During the sixteen years of his manage-
ment the Institute has done a large and useful
work, having sent up about three hundred ma-
triculants to Victoria University, besides a large
number for teachers' examinations, law, theology,
etc., and no doubt a still larger number for vari-
ous spheres of industry and usefulness in the
humbler walks of common life. The Chancellor
and Professors of Victoria bear high testimony
to Principal McHenry's faithfulness and abilitY
as a scholar, teacher and disciplinarian.

One of the best features in the character Of
Mr. McHenry, and that which makes his decease
a loss to the Province as well as to the locality,
was the public spirit which led him to take an
interest in whatever affected the work of educa-

tion generally. He did not, like too many suc-
cessful head masters, confine his labors and syrn-
pathies exclusively to the institution with which
he was connected, or the neighborhood in which
he lived. He was a regular, interested and influ-
ential participant in the deliberations of the
Provincial Teachers' Association.

He took a useful part in the public discus-
sion of various important educational questions
As an instance we need but remind our readers
of the earnestness and ability with which he, a
few years since, advocated the abolition of the
prize and scholarship. systems in our Universities.
There can be little doubt that his contributions

, to that discussion, before the Provincial AssO-
ciation, in the public press, and in the columns of
the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL had much to do
with moulding educational opinion, effecting tbe
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partial reform already accomplished in the Pro-
vincial University, and paving the way for the
complete ascendency of sounder educational
Principles and practices in the near future. In
many other directions, too, his mind was fruitful
in the suggestion of improved methods, as the
record of the Teachers' Associations will bear
witness, and his recommendations were always
listened to with respectful attention, and in many
instances adopted.

Mr. McHenry rests from his labors, but the
influence of his life will not soon cease to be felt
in the various spheres in which he was so devoted
a worker. His example is well adapted to give
encouragement and stimulus to other workers in
the same fruitful field. He honored his profes-
sion by deeming it worthy of the best service of

mnd and heart. The profession in its turn will
delight to honor his memory. He has gone to
a higher and better reward, but it is well, never-
theless, that the good services of a faithful worker
should be held in grateful remembrance.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

THE two new " labor saving " books, Practical
Problems in Arithmetic and One Hundred Les-
sons (4oo exercises), in English Composition,
are meeting with an extensive sale. Teachers
see at a glance that these little works save a great
deal of time and labor, and nearly every order
asks for both of them. Fifty cents will secure
them, by return of mail, post-paid.

A HIGH School Master asks us why it is that
the Literary Selections prescribed for Entrance
and Third Class Teachers' Examinations cannot
be known by teachers and candidates until the
last moment, before the commencement of the
school term or year for which they are prescribed.
We cannot solve the conundrum. Whether the
Department thinks some educational purpose is
to be served by keeping those interested in sus-
pense as long as possible, or whether the delay
is merely the result of pressure of other work on
the part of those whose duty it is to make the
selections, we are unable to guess. For the
University Matriculation, and consequently, for
Second and First Class Teachers' Examinations,
though there is a similar rotation of authors, the
exact portions to be prescribed are announced
for years in advance. We are unable to conceive
of any harm that can possibly result from the
arrangement, nor can we understand why candi-
dates for High School Entrance and Third Class
Certificates should be placed at a disadvantage
as compared with more advanced students.
We commend the matter to the attention of the
Department.

WE have received from the author, Mr. D. W.
McKerchar, B.A., a copy of his well written and
tirnely paper on School I ibraries, read before
Pilot Mound Teachers' Convention, June, 1889.
Mr. McKerchar takes strong, but not too strong,
ground, in favor of a well selected collection of

standard books in every school-room. This, he
maintains, would " supply the missing link " in

our courses of study. The reading of these

books would give the children a taste for good
literature, and would encourage them to read

the standard authors. We are not prepared to

go as far as Mr. McKerchar in denunciation of

the class of literature disseminated by our Sun-
day schools. Though much of it is objection-
able enough, especially on negative grounds, it is
surely, to say the least, a serious exaggeration to
assert that "as far as vicious literature is concern-
ed the works of 'Pansy' and 'A. L.O.E.' niay be
classed with those of 'Cap. Collier' and 'Old
Sleuth the Detective.'" It would not, however,
be easy to exaggerate the blessings that would
accrue to the individual and to society at large
could Mr. McKerchar's suggestions for the
establishment of libraries and fostering a taste
for good readingin all the schools, be carried
into practice. We hope that his well-reasoned
pamphlet may be widely circulated and do much
to further the object in view.

Literary Notes.

Treasure-Trove for September is to hand with
its usual variety of story, biographical sketch,
letter-box, thrilling picture for prize story, poetry,
good illustrations, etc., well fitted both to please
and to instruct its young readers.

AMONG other attractions of the September
number of the Popular Science Monthly are : a
delightful study of animal life and character con
tributed by Olive Thorne Miller, in the shape of
a description of a- pet lemur which the author
possessed; a discussion of the tariff question
from the ethical point of view, by Mr. Hunting-
ton Smith; an essay on the "Origin of the Rights
of Property," by Henry J. Philpott; and a paper
by Prof. Huxley bearing directly on the question
involved in the recent discussion between him-
self and the Rev. Dr. Wace, concerning the
genuineness of miracles.

Scribner's Magazine for September contains
the opening chapters of a new serial-an exciting
and patriotic romance of colonial days by Harold
Freieric, the London correspondent of the New
York Tines; the last regular article in the suc-
cessful railway series of twelve papers; another
of the Fishing articles, this time describing the
picturesque Nepigon region of Canada; an out-
of-door paper by W. Hamilton Gibson, with the
author's own illustrations ; an end paper by the
famous Irish leader, historian and novelist,
Justin McCarthy; and other striking papers on
literary, educational, and military topics by emi-
nent writers, with short stories and poems.

" THE Dominion of Canada is a device to
keep the peace between those to whom Nature
has allotted an irrepressible conflict." So says
the wiiter of an article called " La Nouvelle
France" in the September Atlantic, which will
be the subject of discussion in the United States,
and of something more than discussion in Can-
ada. It aims to show that the French-Canadian
party is steadily gaining Canada to itself, and that
by its consumnate organization, it is reconquer-
ing it from its nominal English rulers. The paper
is an interesting pendant to that on French-
Canadian literature in the August number; and
it will, as has been said, no doubt call out some
rejoiners.

THE September Century contains a paper on
Napoleon Bonaparte of unusual interest and
importance, being contemporary accounts, by
British officers, of the ex-Emperor's exile to Elba,
his voyage to St. Helena and life on that island.
The Lincoln instalment is crowded with abso-
lutely new material, and has to do mainly with
Lincoln's triumphant re election. The authors
quote freely from unpublished MSS. by Lincoln,
and their own letters and diaries. An article
appropriate to the season is Mr. Hamilton Gib-
son's ingenious and original study of butterfly
and.plant life, accompanied with illustrations by
the author. This paper is entitled "Winged
Botanists," and shows the remarkable botanical
knowledge of the various butterflies in selecting
allied plants for food in the caterpillar stage.

THE September number of The North Ameri-
can Review announces that the entire control bas
been purchased by the Hon. Lloyd Bryce, to
whom a controlling interest in Tie Review was
bequeathed by the late Mr. Rice, and that his
purpose is to conduct it as a Magazine of the
Times, on the lines laid down and followed by
his predecessor with such remarkable success.
The preseht issue fully bears out the announce-
ment made by the new editor and proprietor.
Three of the uppermost topics of the day are
treated by men of acknowledged authority on the
subjects on which they write. "The Value of
International Exhibitions " is discussed by Sena-
tor Hawley; Dr. Brown-Séquard's " Elixir of
Life " by Dr. William A Hammond, and
"Capital.Punishment by Electricity" by Elbridge
T. Gerry, Esq.

THE first number of Te Aew England Maga-
zine, the Illustrated Monthly published in Boston
and edited by Edward Everett Hale and Edwin
D. Mead, has several articles relating to Plymouth
and the Pilgrims. The opening article is " A
Plymouth Pilgrimage," by Mrs. Abbey Morton
Diaz, who is a daughter of Plymouth. It is a
chapter of delightful gossip about old and new
times in Plymouth. Dr. Hale writes upon " The
Pilgrims' Life in Common," telling of a Socialism
in which the individual was thoronghly respected,
and several other articles of ability deal with
Plymouth topics. Other articles of varied char-
acter appear and Professor James K. Hosmer
begins an historical romance, " The Haunted
Bell,"-the scene of which is laid in ancient
Montreal. The name of Edward Everett Hale
who is joint editor with Edwin D. Mead, of this
new periodical, will recommend it highly to many
Canadian as well as American readers.

FOLLOWING the article on the late Miss Laura
Bridgman, in the August St. Nicholas, the num-
ber for September contains a full and interesting
account of " Helen Keller," a young girl who,
also, is deaf, dumb, and blind. The sketch is
by Florence Howe Hall, a daughter of Dr. Howe,
and contains portraits of the child, of her teacher,
a facsimile letter from the little girl herseif to
Mrs. Hall, and other illustrations. Mary Hal-
lock Foote tells the sad story of "The Lamb
that couldn't 'Keep Up,'" and a beautiful draw-
ing illustrating the little story forms the frontis-
piece of the number. Treadwell Walden tells in
a brisk style some Adirondack adventures in the
days when travelling in that region presented the
alternative of hunger or success in hunting and
fishing. Fannie W. Marshall contributes a
keenly humorous little study of boyish character
-"A Day Among the Blackberries"--describ-
ing the method by which three boys spent al
day in " blackberrying," and came home empty-
handed. Another very strong, humorous story
is by Thomas A. Janvier (" Ivory Black "). It
explains why "W. Jenk's Express," though a
great success, was abruptly discontinued.
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Mathenatics. demonstrations and still know nothing whatever PLANE. The author is Prof. N. F. Dupius, ofabout geometry. Queen's College, Kingston. The general methodThe next step is to acquire properly the super- of development indicated above is followed, and theAil co sunications intended for this department sensual abstract notion of a hne by the same ration- first three chapters cover the ground of Euclid'sClrksn beforth, Ot.of n . ai process of induction from imperfect concrete Bks. I., II., III., IV., but the difference in the
Clarkson, B.A., Searorth, Ont. examples. The motion of a point generates the method of treatment is enormous. A cursory ex-- liune: the sbortest possible line between two points amination is suflicient to prove the great value ofMODERN METHODS IN GEOMETRY. 1s the straight sne. The revolution of a straight Prof Dupuis' work. We have received the permis-

BY THE EDITOR. line round one of its bounding points generates the sion of the author to give our readers some speci-plane angle. These are the first notions on which mens of the modern methods employed, which willTHE true test of matheratical training," says a we may at once build up the superstructure of doc- easily prove their superiority to the time-honoredrecent writer, "is the power which the learner has trine relating to the properties of lines and angles, treatment of Euclid.obtained over original problems." It is for ths which forms the first and most critical section of thereason that METHoDs and PRINCIPLEs are of su- science. This done we return to the straight linepreme importance, while applications and details and study the figures formed by comnbining straight .Eng/isz De-,artinen.are of only secondary value from the educator's uines, such as the triangle, the square, parallelo-standpoint. 
gram, etc. This forms the second section of theA very cursory examination of our principal text- subject. Returning to the revolution of the straight All communications intended for this column shouldbook in geometry is sufficient to reveal a multitude ne round its extremity, we generate the circle by be sent to W. H. Huston, M.A., care of THE EDUCA-of defects in method, quite enough to starte any the path of the other extremity. Next we study the TIONAL JOURNAL, Toronto, not later than the 5 th ofgne thorougly imbued with mode ideas of teach- easier properties of the circley, and the relations of each month.ng and the current maxims of education. Euclid's ines, angles, parallelograms, etc., to the circle.work was written more than 2,000 years ago, and We need not enlarge further ; it is manifest that QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.was divided into 15 books, of which the 5th, 7td, geometry studied by orderly method is a scan DEAR SIR,-The notes on the Entrance Litera-

8th, 9th, iotb, 13th, i4th and i5th have long been very different from the confused o/la todrida of DuEA ar -Te ofgebnofte on te E hntne L itaabandoned for newer and lent clumsy methods, so Euclid's Elements. As an instrument of education ture are ofgreat benefit to me; I think the" Hintsthat we now use only a fragment of the original there can be no doubt of its vast superiority. The and Helps ' department bears the right stamp.work, viz., the frst four books and a small part of mental attitude of the student is wholly different, By answerig the followmg questions you willthe sixth. To this fragment, however, British edu- and the method has the advantage of being univer- greatly oblge mecationists have continued to ding with the energy sally applicable to science in general. I. Was "Highland Mary" dead at the timeof tenacious conservatism and Teutondc obstnacy. To conclude this short article, perhaps the men- that Burns wrote, " Flow Gently, Sweet Afton " ?Grave objections to Euclid's metbod of develop- tion of a few good books on the subject may be Il. I often hear "scholar" used to signify one
ing the science of geometry have often been pointed appropriate President Hill' s Geoery for Begin- attending a school. Is such a use of the word pro-
out, but so far with very little effect on the govern- ners (Ginn & Co., Boston) is a valuable book, whic per ? W.J.S.ing bodies of British universities. The well-known might well replace the detestable old spelling book . Analyze :-" There is no flock, however
maximns, Teach one thing at a time ; Proceed from in our third and fourth classes, if we could only watm-hed and tended, but one dead lamb is theme."the simple to the complex; and others of equally bring ourselves to a reasonable and moderately ANoN.commanding importance, are violated on almost decent method of teaching spelling. Reynold'severy page of Euclid's treatise. Modern Methods in Geonetry (MacMillan & Co.) IV. According to the Public School Grammar,At the veryoutset the book is hampered with arbi- is another excellent book that shows in a few pages is" wuld the following be dealt with :--Te wordtrary restrictions which involve various inconsisten- how the junior pupils ofour secondary schools might his, m such a sentence as " It is his house." Byies and exlude the constructions from practical use. easily acquire all the working .principles of Euclid's what I can gather, under "adjectives " it is calledFor example, the rule is allowed to be used only as six books in a single year, and thus leave themnselves a possessive pronominal adjective, and undera straight edge, and not as a measure oflength, and free for higher work during the rest of their school pronouns " it is called a pronoun in the posses-the consequence is that for the simple operation of life. Wentworth's Plane and Solid Geonetry (Ginn sive case. Have pronouns possessive case ?marking off a given lengtb on a straight ne, Eu- & Co), and Wentworth & Hill's Exercise Manual V. Will you please answer the oft-asked ques-clid's metbod requires us to describe five circles, an supply a far better, and we may add, a far higher tion, " What do you think of the P. S. History.?"equilateral triangle, one limited straigbt ne and course, than any of the text-bogks which we have A YOUNG TEACHER IN BRUCE.two others of unlimited length. Such arbitrary re- been accustomed to use in Canada. The pupil here VI Wi
strictions divorce bis systei from practical use in works out his own education without fear and VIl Wil1 you kindly bave the following linesarcitmecticl exinesesin f t logical development fully analyzed and parsed for me in the JOURNALgo t, r-of tremblng, in the clear lgbht i of Sonnenschein as soon as convenient ? They are from " The Her-
aritbmetical principles belongs to the sanie cate- of the science. The publications of onsce iapge2,FurhRdrgory s & Co. (London) express the ideas of the English itage, page 212, Fourth Reader:Mucb stronger in the ight of modem principles educational reformers, and Chauvene's Geometry "A heritage, it seems to me,of teaching are the objections that Euclid begins sbows the clear ideas on the subject wrought out by Worth being poor to hold in fee."witb abstractions, introduces ideas and methods of the French mathematicians. Let any teacher VII. How sbould the infinitives in tbe followingreasoning before they are required, and very imper- examine any one of these books, and then turn sentences be parsed ? According to the "Highfectly follows thmemaxim to proceed by gentle steps back to Potts, Smith, McKay, Hall and Stevens, School Getcsearse ?nAccordin to t " Higfrom the first simple notions to the most complex Deighton, et al, and he will begin to appreciate he If ho it rammar," the ifinitive is always a noun.conceptions involved in the science. Books three amount of teaching power wasted every year by fol- o s not easy to explain how it is govened asand four are, of course, less exposed to this criticism lowing the crude methods developed by the acutethan book one, wic precisely reverses the proper Greek pioneer of the science in the days of Ptolemy (a) Fruit is good to eat.order of development on the very tbreshold of the Philadelphus. It is like stepping off a railway train (b) He went tofind his master.science. A formidable array of abstract definitions to mount a camel at the foot of an Egyptian pyra- (c) It was a patb to guide their feet.is given in the first pages, and some of them are never mid, with the Sphynx in the back-ground. (c) It was a path to their fetagain even alluded to in the rest of the work. Now The following note appeared in an English ex- (d) He was a fool t think .it is in grappling with the fundamental notions that change :-The new position of Euclid in examina- (e) Tbey are strong enougb to conquer.the student finds the greatest difficulty ; it is here tions was the chief subject for consideration at the VIII. Will you please parse fully, in your nextthat a thoroughly logical method finds its greatest fifteenth general meeting of the Association for the issue Of the JOURNAL, the itaicized words in tbemission. But in the first book there is not even a Improvement of Geometrical Teaching, wbic tas following sentence? " People are led on b drink tasystematic division of the subject-matter. We are held on Saturday, January i ta, in the council room ecess until they become drunkards.o drequired to study the properties of lines, angles, tri- of University College, London, Mr. R. B. Hayward, MOUNT HOPE, June s, '89.]angles, circles, parallelograms, without any regard M.A., presiding. The report of the Council, which X. Give the mood and tense of the verbs in theto order or to difficulty. was read by the joTnt-secretary, M . E. M. LangelThe consequence of this want of method are ap- M.A., recorded the success of the Association in its following sentences:parent everywhere, and give some color of reason efforts in this direction. The Universities of Ox- (a) I may go.to many of Sir W. Hamilton's famous strictures on ford and Cambridge and the Civil Service Com- (b) May I go?.matheatical studies. One serious consequence missioners, it appears, now regulate their examina- (c) May I go ! F.A.B.

is the omission of important principles, overîooked tions so that tbe student need not give Eucîid' .(c) a I go!e Fn.u et ubrteA.B.sibecause each separate division of the subject-matter proofs of his propositions, but may adopt any other X. Pe g in your ne number the anal sisn mern rinls o eah geometrical proofs, provided Euclid's sequence be of the following hnes, to be found on page 31,On modet principles of teacbing, geometry must not departed from. Attention was also drawn in Fourth Readerbegi n witb the oint. The abstract definition must the report to some principles which are set forth in "Among the beautiful pictures
be drawn by sufficient induction froni concrete ex- the prospectus of the Technical College, Finsbury, That bang on Memory's wall,amples, imperfect, it is true, but sufficient to suggest with reference to the entrance examinations, as an Is one of a d old forest,the crude idea which is then refined into pure ab- example of what may be done by an examining Tbat seemetb best of al." R. N.st1action by the reason ; just as the experiments of body in the way of encouragng sound mathemati- XI. The Brook," Third Reader, second stanza:chemistry supply the rough material by which the cal teaching.reason rises to the wholly supersensual notions of Shortly after the preceding rearks bad been By tventy tborps a little town."molecules and atoms which no chemist has seen written, we receiveî froi MacMillan & Co. a neeyinor perlhaps can ever see. If this necessary and volume Of 300 pages in their usual first-class typo- What is the meaning of" torps"? J. S.fundamental notion is not carefully made by suffi- graphy. It is entitled ELEMENTARY SYNTHlTIC XII. Which is correct, a " eceipt for makingcient induction, the student may go on learning GEOMETRY of tbe POINT, LINE and CIRCLE i the ink, or a ' recipe " for, etc. ANON.
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si o . () What is the meaning of the expres
ort SO please you," which occurs on page 87FOUrth Reader ?
(2) In " From the Deserted Village," the followg "ne appears :

"And even the story ran, that he could gauge."at could the village teacher " gauge '?
(3) " You honor your bravest that fall." (p. 287Ourth Reader.) Parse " bravest."

ANSWERS.
. We think not.

Yes. In fact, it is the primary meaning.
ing This is a rather difficult sentence. Accord-

Iln to general practice it would be called a com-ejnd sentence. We prefer to regard it as com-
to'ithe clause introduced by but being equivalentwithout one dead lamb."

Subject, Flock.
Attributes of Subject, (i) No; (2) however
Pralched and tended.
Predicate Is.
Aderbial Adjuncts, (There), But . . . there.
Subordinate Sentence
Subject, lamb.
Attributes of Subject, one, dead.Predicate Is.
Adverbial Adjunct, there.

. As an adjective. The word has lost its gen-Val pronominal force. Pronouns have possessive
esvery seldom. The rarity of the genitivall.rce is exemplified by the strangeness of the foi-thng : " Their terror (i.e., the terror caused bytheM), caused their enemies to flee."

lre. A good many things. We prefer not to ex-
Pss an opinion in the English column.
VI. The word heritage is in apposition with theseums in the preceding portions of the stanza. " It

tn o me" is perhaps to be taken as an inde-
hendnt sentence and parenthetically. "Worth
<,1g poor to hold in fee " is adjectival to heritage,ping poor, etc.," being objective after worth.Þer qualifies predicatively some such word as
PerSon, "worth a person's being poor."

II (a) Adverbial togood.
ýô) Adverbial to went.
c) Adjective to fath.

(d) Adverbial to was.
(e) Adverbial to strong enough.
VIII. To drink. A gerundial infinitive, used
verbially to are led on.
to. A preposition showing the relation betweenrink and excess.
ý&ecess. A noun objective after to.

I a Usually may go is for the sake of con-
The nce considered as the Potential mood of go.
de Principal verb, however, is may, and go is aPendent infinitive. In dealing with the expres-a o he latter way, (regarding the expression as

intPiete sentence)1t is proper to parse may as
teindicative mood.

i4tand (c) These expressions' seem to us
%,,ical. They should be dealt with in the same"er as (a),

. (a) The sentence is complex, the subjecte one. Attributes of subject, of a dim . . . of
. Predicate, is. Adverbial adjuncts, among

70all

in That . . . wall. An adjectival clause be-
elg to fictures.

l 0 7hat . . . of all. An adjectival clause be-
9g to one. 

•

any. A thorp is, as reference to the Imperial or
ha ood dictionary will show, a small village, alet'
is '. Both. The original expression, howeverrecipe.,

ha .l.The clause has become, as Earle would
Wijl Pghly symbolic. It originally meant, " If you

IRPardon me for making the statement."
Arrels and casks.
"oun, objective case, after honoi.

WHENE'ER a noble deed is wrought,
Whene'er is spoken a noble thought,

Our kearfs in glad surprise
To higher levels rise.--Longfellow.-

Book Reviews, Notices, Etc. and a half of widely spaced type. Prop. f3, Book
Il., occupies five lines, and 47, Book I., four lines
of text. The exanptes for practice are numerous

- Blackwood's English Grammar and Analysis.
Standards Il. and VII. William Blackwood &
Sons, London and Edinburgh.

Standard Il. is intended to help children to
recognize nouns and verbs in a sentence, and to
familiarize them with the use and relations of these
two parts of speech. It seems well adapted to this
purpose. Standard VII. consists largely of sen-
tences for practice in analysis. Prices, Ihd. and
3d. respectively.
Johnson's Canadian School Shorthand, for Self-In-

struction ; by G. W. Johnson, Head Master
Central School, Hamilton, Ont., 1889.

This little work of seventy-three pages is a litho-
graphic reproduction of the author's MS., and pre-
sents a very clear and neat appearance. The
author claims many advantages for his system,
such as that it is plainer than any other shorthand,
that the strokes may be either heavy or light, and
that there are no hundreds of contractions to re-
member or forget. He says, further, that he bas
hundreds of private pupils who have learned to write
and read this system at the rate of from 1oo to I50
words per minute in one month after beginning. If
this can be done by an average pupil, no other re-
commendation is needed. Price, by mail, 25
cents.

Second Oration of Cicero Againsi Catiline. With
Notices, Notes, and a Complete Vocabulary, by
John Henderson, M.A., Head Master Colle-
giate Institute, St. Catharines. Toronto : The

# Copp Clark Company (Limited.)
This latest addition to the Classical Text-book

Series of the publishers, contains the Oration pre-
scribed for University Matriculation in 1890. It i
by the same editor and on the same plan as the
preceding volumes of the series, and evinces the
same care and discrimination in the choice òf ma-
terial and the preparation of notes which have
characterized Mr. Henderson's previous labors in
this line. It will no doubt be welcomed by the
classical masters in the High Schools. If we may
be permitted to express a regret, it is that the pub-
lishers have not been able to see their way clear to
use a larger and more attractive type, for both text
and notes.

Practical Latin Com#osition, by William C. Collar,
A.M., Head Master Roxbury Latin School.
Boston, U.S.A., and London: Ginn & Com-
pany.

This work is constructed on an admirable plan,
for which the author acknowledges his indebted
ness to Ascham's "Schoolmaster." The exercises,
which are carefully graded, are all based on the
Latin texts of certain extracts from Cornelius
Nepos, Cæsar and Cicero, which are given in the
latter part of the same volume, and which the stu-
dent is supposed to have thoroughly studied. In
rendering the English exercises, which call for the
reproduction of the Latin words and constructions,
though with many changes of form and combina-
tion, the only source of information and verification
besides the vocabulary, is the Latin text. This is
the plan in a nutshell, and, as we have said, it is an
excellent one.

Elementary Synthetic Geometry of the Point, Line
and Circle in the Plane, by N. F. Dupuis, M.A.,
F.R.S.C. London and New York: Macmillan
& Co, 1889 ; 294 pp.

To this valuable work we previously directed
special attention. The whole intention of the work H-igh School Zoology.: An Introduction to Zoology
is to prepare the student to take up successfully for the use of High Schools; by R. Ramsay
the modern works on analytical gemetry. It is Wright, M.A., B. Sc., Professor of Biology inthe oden wrks n aalyica gooetr. I is the University of Toronto. Authorized by thesafe to say that a student will learn more of the theneprtmTnto. Ataried by the
science from this book in a year than he can learn Education Department of Ontario. (The Copp,
from the old-fashioned translations of a certain Clark Co., 75 cents.)
ancient Greek treatise in two years. Every mathe- We have here from the pen of Professor Wright
matical master should study this book in order to a model work on Zoology for use in High Schools.
learn the logical method of presenting the subject Various typical animal forms, such as the catfish,
to beginners. As a hint to students writing on fowl and grasshopper are here described with some
honor papers, where rapidity in getting down the mnuteness and the student's attention is at the
work on paper counts a good deal, we may men- same time directed to the characters of the class to
tion that Prop. 19, Book VI., here occupies ju ix which each belongs, so that he is ready to read the
lines, Prop. îo, Book IV., eleven lines, and Props. closing exposition of the general principles of zoo-
35, 36, 37, Book II., and two important deduc- logy with intelligent appreciation. Recognizing the
tions are fully demonstrated on less than a page desirability of choosing, for comparative purposes,
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and of the type often seen on university problem'
papers.
Afflied Psychology : An Introduction to the Prin-

ciples andPractice of Education, by J. A. Mc-
Lellan, M.A., LL.D. Toronto: Copp, Clark &
Co., 1889 ; 317+xxxi. pp., $I.

There are psychological books without any prac-
tical applications te the every-day work of the
schoolroom, and there are books on method that
attempt to establish principles of education empiri-
cally without reference to the organic laws of the
mmd to be educated. The former are compara-
tively barren, and the latter are inconclusive. This
treatise, by one of the most eminent teacliers of
America, combines in a very happy manner thetheory of mental phenomena and development,
with practical rules, concrete examples, particular
applications to special cases, and to individual sub-
jects of study. Unlike Bain's Education as a
Science, it is not strong in thoory and weak in
practical application. Dr. McLellan's examples
and illustrations are all fresh, vigorous, and im-
pressive of the principle under discussion, so that
if one should fail to apprehend the theoretical dis-
cussion, the illustrations and applications would be
sufficient to clear up the mystery. The book
abounds with striking thoughts and fertile sugges-
tions, and the teacher who wishes to abolish all
sense of meanness and drudgery fron his dailywork cannot do so more effectively than by steep-
ing his memory in the great truths here enun-
ciated with great clearness and applied with. re-
markable eloquence and power.

The Hýh School Algebra, Part I., by I. J.
Birchard, M.A., Ph.D., end W. J. Robertson,
B.D., LL.B. Toronto : William Briggs, 1889.

IN binding, paper and typography the publisher
has made this the peer of the best English and
American mathematical books. The authors, pro-
fiting no doubt by their previous experience, have
considerably improved on their work in Part I.
Notably they have given a more copious supply of
well graded examples exactly suitable for a first
course, and they have supplied a considerable
number of elegant examples worked out in full as
model solutions. To the honor work of Junior
Matriculation aud the pass work of the First Year
of our Universities this book seems admirably
adapted. It is just such a treatise as most masters
would desire to place in the hands of their pupils,
retaining Potts and Smith on their own desks for
supplies of more difficult examples. The authors
have evidently taken great pains to make their
Algebra a first-class hand-book for students, and
they have succeeded very well. While much of
the recent progress in the science is fairly repre-
sented and clearly stated, the book on the whole is
moderately conservative. It would be easy to
point out omissions, and to find fault with the
authors for adhering pretty closely to the beaten
track ; but in 322 pages one cannot expect to find
everything, and for junior students an exhaustive
treatise is generally more of a hindrance than a
help. Any student who masters this book thor-
oughly will have laid a solid foundation for future
success in mathematical studies, while those who
drop mathematics at this stage will have acquired
a fair knowledge of ordinary algebra and have re-
ceived a valuable piece of mental training that will
invigorate their logical power for work in any other
department.
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some form which may be so far typical that a know-
ledge of the structure of its various organs may
enable the student to interpret the nature and sig-
nificance of the homologous parts in others of the
same order, the author selects, at the outset, the
common catfish as a fairly primitive form, easily
obtained and easily studied. A lengthy -chapter is
therefore devoted to a careful study of the structure
ot this familiar form, and the results obtained are
used as a basis for the classification of the more
common varieties of Canadian fish. Proceeding
thence in the order of least differentiation the author
describes the structure and classification of batra-
chians, reptiles (living and fossil), birds and mam-
malia (of which the cat is taken as the type). Chap-
ters follow on the characteristics of the arthropods
(of which the crayfish, spider and grasshopper are
taken as types), the vermes, nolluscs, and mollus-
coids, and other invertebrate sub-kingdoms. The
concluding chapter is devoted to an exposition of
the general principles of the science. While it is
admitted that Zoology does not lend itselfso readily
as Botany to the educational purposes of accurate
observation and diagnosis by the individual student,
it affords, in Professor Wright's opinion, an equally
valuable discipline, in the tracing of the modifica-
tions of form throughout less nearly allied groups,
in the manner indicated in the above synopsis.
The teacher will be glad to find that the work is
thus based on sound pedagogic as well as scientific
principles, and may be used in harmony with the
inductive methods now so generally recognized
as constituting the only true educational process.
We could have wished the print a little clearer,
and some of the illustrations might have been better.
But for school purposes, limitations of cost and
price have, of course, to be carefully studied. The
book follows substantially the plan of the Syllabus
prescribed by the Education Department and will
be welcomed as a necessary and valuable addition
to the list of High School text-books.

Hints anzd Hels.

ERADICATING FALSEHOOD.
BY H. R. HOTZE.

ALL teachers who remain in the profession for a
number of years will come in contact with children
who habitually and wilfully tell lies. How to cure
this habit is a question of great importance, for
lies degrade men and are the sources of many
other irregularities.

Lies originate from different causes, and must
be treated accordingly. The principal causes are a
faIre shame whenever the pupil bas committed a
wrong act, inconsîderateness, fear of punishment,
glory in deceiving the teacher, bad example.

The following will be found of practical value in
nearly all cases :

i. Find the causes why a pupil tells lies and re-
move them.

2. Trust the child and exhibit your confidence in
it, until it deceives you.

3. The proud and bragging liar must be shown
his weakness.

4. The thoughtless, inconsiderate liar must be
put to shame by directing his attention to what he
said.

5. If fear of punishinent is the cause, treat the
pupil with mildness.

6. Those who tell lies because others instruct
them to do so must be reminded that we must obey
God rather than man.

7. Those who have often been admonished and
will not correct the bad habit must be given each
a guardian, on whose testimony only hie is giver
credit.

In order that pupils may not form the habit ol
telling lies at school, the following will be found
useful :

i. Make the children love truth by exhibiting al'
its beauty.

2. Make children hate lies by showing its des-
picable meanness.

3. Tell stories of children who have had suffi
cient courage under trying circumstances to speal
the truth, and thereby have laid the foundation oi
future usefuiness and greatness. Washington and
his hatchet is a fine specimen.

4. Always adhere strictly to truth yourself

5. Have it understood that lies pave the road for
dishonesty and meanness, and that "a young liar
will be an old fool." -Exchange.

MAKE AN IMPRESSION.

"Miss BLANK, do you remember my mentioning
to you that your second year children were dis-
orderly in dismissal, and asking you to correct the
fault ? I notice that they are still noisy, and some
of them loiter about the premises for half an hour,
disturbing those still in session."

" I told them several times as I dismissed them,
that they nust go right home, and not make any
noise around the school."

" Well, you find that it is not sufficient to 'tell'
these little ones a thing, do you not ?"

" Yes, they forget."
It is not exactly forgetting ; there was nothing to

forget, for the matter made not the necessary im-
pression upon them. It did not enter their heads
thoroughly.

Remember that they are children ; they hear a
command but in a vague sort of a way, and many
of them obey it only as they see others do so. They
have not learned to listen in such a way that your
words penetrate to their innermost thought-if they
have any. They are creatures of impulses and imi-
tation, and must be trained to habit.

" Telling," in a general.way to little children is
like pouring water on a duck's back, it does not
stick. In the first place, when you tell them to or
not to do, you must be sure that they take in your
words, and then you must follow them up, not let-
ting them from under your hand and eye until they
have carried out your instructions, and pursue this
course till they have acquired the habit of heeding
your voice and feeling all over that your wordl%
law and of obeying it naturally and willingly. You
cannot accomplish this by sitting at your desk and
giving directions which they must keep in mind.
The very next movement takes their notice, and your
words are gone like smoke. They could not repeat
them if asked to do so. Out they go, pell mell,
they do not know what "quiet " means, while you
remain at your desk,hearingnothing, seeing nothing,
and are surprised that they forget.

If you wish your influence over them to amount
to anything, you must enforce their attention and
obedience, kindly, of course, till these two qualities
become them like a well-made garment. They
must look up to you with confidence and respect ;
then you are ready to instruct.-Indiana School
journal.

SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUNG TEACHERS.
I.-CLASS MANAGEMENT.

t. Strive to govern by the eye, not the voice.
Stand well back from your class so as to see every
boy. Have dull, backward and restless boys in
front. Separate mischievous children.

2. Give as few orders as possible, but be firm in
having then promptly and thoroughly obeyed when
given. Try to impress the children with the respec
due to law.

3. Good discipline is impossible with children
unemployed. Allow no waste of time in beginning

4. Avoid speaking in a loud, blustering tone. Bt
ever on the alert and warn where necessary. Dc
not scold, and never threaten.

5. Give careful attention to details. Know youî
boys.

6. Never sneer at children. Be cautious not tc
dampen their natural ardor and gaiety.

7. Authority should be felt, not seen. The need
for much punishment ineans, in nearly all cases
weak handling. If children are troublesome look
to yourself first.

tt. TEACHING.

i. Distinguish clearly in teaching between th(
means and the end. In class teaching every bo3
must receive individual attention.

2. Do not hurry ; much good work is spoiled bi
being scampered over.

3. Try to make children think ; do not rest con
tent with loading the memory.

4. Do not waste time in long introductions
Recollect there should be a proportion of parts m

f ever tesson.
5. et your teaching be varied, fnot only to keeî

up interest, but that you may r.each every boy'
mind by some means.

6. A good teacher is constantly a censor of his
own work. Bear in mind you are forming good Or
bad teaching habits.

7. Attention must be obtained principally by i-
terest, manner and work ; it cannot be secured by
a mere exercise of authority.

8. Remember that the blackboard is a great helP
in nearly all lessons.

9. Learn to detect by the appearance of your
class whether the children are in sympathy with and
follow you, or not.

1o. Practise all the teaching devices, use none
exclusively. Strive earnestly to attract sympathY
and attention from your class. Interest the chil-
dren, and endeavor to take every one with you.-
Landon.

THE Russians have recently improved on the
sleeping coaches of the railway and the peramb
lating schoolmaster of the rural regions. TheY
have provided a school-wagon which is furnished
with a room for the teacher, a class-room or study,
and a library, all suitably supplied with the neces-
sary material. This wagon will be on the line Of
the Trans-Caspian railway all the year round, re'
maining as long as may be deemed necessary at
districts which are not provided with a school.

HOSPITAL REMEDIES.

What are they? The growth of intelligence in medic9'
matters has given rise to a demand for a class of genuines
reliable medicine. The opportunity of the ignorant quack,
who grew rich curing everything out of a single boule, hse
passed. To supply satisfactorily this demand this list Of
remedies has been created. They are the favorite prc
icrip, ions of the most famous medical practitioners of the
day, gathered from the hospitals of London, Paris, Ber-
lin and Vienna. Prescriptions which cost the patients of
these specialists from $25 to $1oo are here offered pre'
pared and ready for use at the nominal price of one dolla'
each. Not one ofthem is a cure all ; each one has onl1
the reasonable power of curing a single disease, and each
one keeps its contract. Sufferers from Catarrh, Disease
Lungs, Bronchitis, Asthma, Consumption, Rheumatisu
Dyspepsia, Liver and Kidney Complaints, Fever aild
Ague, Neuralgia, Female Weakness, Leucorrhoea Of
Nervous Debility, should send stamp for descriptive
catalogue to Hospital Remedy Co, 303Ye West King St.,
Toronto, Canada. If your druggist does not keep thse
remedies, remit price and we will send direct.

Mettod Of
Learning

to

cIrrite we
s.« s to

Soecure Elliotts Compendium of Penmansllik
ALL DIRECr FROM THE PEN.

St Consists of a large number of wel-written exercises, copie'
caitals. cominations, signatu-es, wnitten card ,. flourishing, etc.
with instrructions.

•PRICE Si.
Every teacher should have one. No student should be without

copy. Just the thing for th* self-learner. Cosis but a dollar,
ulaY be worcls $ioo to you. Addresses, Resolutions, eCc, hsu1
sornely engrossed-aIl prices. Circulars free. Address W.>
ELLio-rT, Sitratford, Ont.

Cataloeues or the Central Business College, Stratford,
be mailed to ail applicants; addess, W. H. SHAw, Principal.

WOMAN'S

Medical Co1legey
TORONTO, - ONTiîARiO.

In affiliation with the UniversitY 01

Trinity College.

For foul information regarding graduation, priâtes, iCO
etc., and for copies of the annuat announcement, appl
tn D. J. GIBB WISHAaR, SeC.

30 Carlton Street. TorontO.ý
SUDY. LA.TIN and GREEK at sight. I5

STM th 'Interlinear-Classies."11 S ampleagwHaaou ofPSchoI Bok r- C. DsSILVELR & SONS,NO
xio2 Walnut Street, hldpiaP.

3 îIiUSC OIOa MYîi49h augi
ltuaton, proeured ait upil, %twî coulpetet.t

Sendforcireuiur, W.G.C ,O5..0wego,r; y.
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SEL13Y & CO. 12. Landing of the Pigril
J r13. Edinburgh after Flod

121 -h 1 Ik ý 4. National Morality..-
Ur tr eeLI ,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Kindergarten Goods.
AGENrS IN CANADA FOR THE

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY,
The Celebrated United States Makers of

kINDBRGRRTBN MRTBRIRLS

Estirnates given for the complete furnishing of Kinder-
tans. Corresponde-ce invited.

HENDERSON'S CLASSICS,
For Junior Matrieulation, 1890.

891lum Britannicum, New Edition......50 Cents
l ., New Edition ............ ,...60

cftilinam //., Just Issued . ............ 50
&bove with Notes and Vocabulary by J. Henderson, M. A.

COPP, CLARK CO. (Limited),
Pubflahera Toronto.

'11E ONLY PERFECT FOOTBALL
%

v

E PATENT BUTTONLESSla (SER ILLUSTRATIONS)

Il 1d by ail leading clubs in Great Britain and Canada.
. perior ta ail other makes in point of SHAPE,

no NGTH and DURABILITY. Positively handled by
one else in Canada. Free ta any address as follows:

8, *t.75; No. 4, $2.25; No. 5, Association Size, $3.25.

D. FORSYTII,
Western Football Association, BERLIN, OQr.

B USINESS TRAININO.

,y s Busniess College
WESLEY BUILDINGS, 32 TEMPERANCE ST.

et address JAS. E. DAY, Accountant.

rRANCE EXAMINA TIONS

15. The Forsakcef iv'crala

ms. .............. pp. 229-230
den ............ . 277- 281
-.............. 295- 297
n...... .... ---. " 298-302

JULY, 1890.

i. The Vision of Mirza-First Reading...pp. 63- 66
2. " " " " Second Reading. " 68- 7

3. To Mary in Heaven ................ ".97- 98
4. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton ............ " 98
5. The Bell of etri.................... 111-114
6. Ring Out, Wild Bells..............." 12-122

7. Lead Kindly Light..... ............ ". 145
8. The Heroesof the Long Sault .-... . " 155-i6i
9. Lochinvar.......................... .. 169- 170

lo. A Christmas Caîol.................. " 207-211
ir. The Heritage....................... .. 212-213
12. Song of the River................... . .. 221

13. The Ocean......................... . 247-249
14. The Song of the Shirt............... .. 263-265
15. The Demon of the Deep .......... .. " 266-271
i6. Edinburgh after Flodden. . ..... " 277-281

17. Canada and the United States........ " 289-291
i8. The Forsaken Merman.............. " 298-302

At each examination candidates Phould be able to
quote any part of the 'selections especially prescribed for
memorization, as well as passages of special beauty from
the prescribed literature selections. They will be ex-
pected to bave memorized ail of the following selections :

1. The Short Extracts ........... (List given on page 8.)
2. lil Find a Way or Make It...........pp. 22

3. The Bells of Shandon................ " 51- 52
4. To Mary in Heaven.................." 97- 98
5. Ring Out, Wild Bells................ ".121-122
6. Laay Clare........................." 128-130
7. Lead, Kindly LIght.................." 145
8. Before Sedan....................... . . 199
9. The Three Fishers.................. " . 220

lo. RidingTogether.... ................ " 231-232
i1. Edinburgh after Flodden. . ....... " 277-281
12. The Foraken Merman... ........... " 297-302

orontLo,

TORoNTIo, August, 1889.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells of PureCopper and Tin for Churche%

VANDUE, & TAlarm, Farmesetc. F .LLI
WArAnTiED. Catalogue sent Frais.

!VANOUZEN &m TIFT. Cliuaatl, O.

i.J NIVERSITY OF TOROTTO
3MEDICAL FACUVLTY.

The Winter Session will Commence October 1, 1889.
FOR PARTICULARSIlDDRESS

ADAM H. WRIGHT, M.D.
SECRETARY.

& 0o_
BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONeRS.

Dealers in the books required by TEACHERS :-The Text Books required for TRAINING INSTITUTES, COLLEGES
and HIGH SOHOOLS, and for PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOJLS.

Save tinte, Save worry, tave disappointument, save money by suding your otders i rect to las.

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONGE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY 1
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 ( f), read

gh Schools and Collegiate Institutes. follows

coe.next Entrance Examination ta High Schools and
%,,ate Institutes wili be held on December i8th, l9th,

nation papers will be set in Literature on pas-
ahi the following lessons in the authorized Fourth

DECEMiER, 1889.
Is, Rains and Rivers.........pp.
3eath of the Flowers............ "
Gently, Sweet Afton........... "
nation... ... ........ ......
b Kindly Light..............

........................ ".ßeosof the Long Sault. .. "
invar..........................."
ritmas Carol..................

ßeritage..... ............... "
ofthe River.................... "

54- 59
67- 68

98
I05-06

145
137-142
155-161
169-170
207-211
212-213

221

"Every School should have, at leuat, a Standard DictionarY and a Gazetteer."

- $5.50
11.50

- 11.50

Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case

THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
e6 & ,8 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO,

145 •

WM. T. AIKINS, M.D., LL.D.
DEAN.

7~R

We make Teacl>ers and Boards of Trustees t>e followigg offers:-

Concise IrnperiaZ, best binding, -

Webster's Unabridged,full bound, -

Lippincott's GazetteerfUll bour.d, -

DRAwrNG.-Drawing Book, No. 5, of the Drawing
Course for Public Schools. Pupils may present their
school work in Drawing in any blank exercise book, io
long as it covers the prescribed course, and no discrimin-
ation will be made in favor of work contained in the
authorized drawing book.

AGRICULTURE AND TEMPERANCE. - Papers will be
set in these as optional bonus subjects. A candidate
may choose which of them he will take, but il is not
compulsory to take either, and he cannot take both.
Marks not exceeding 75 may be added for the subject
chosen. (Reg. 38)-

TIME TABLE OF THE EXAMINATION,
DECEMBER, 1889.

FIRST DAY.
9.00 to Il a.m...... .......... ..... Grammar.

11.15 a.m. to 12.30 p.m..... ......... Geography.
2.00 to 3.30 p............. ......... History.

SECOND DAY.

9,oo to 11.00 a.m. .. .................. Arithmetic.
11.05 ta 12.15 p.m......................Drawing.

1.15 ta 3.15 p.m......................Composition.
3.25 ta 4.00 p.m ...................... Dictation.

THIRD DAY.

9.0o ta 11.00 a.m.......................Literature.
11.10 ta 11.40 a.m...................... Writing.

1.30 ta 3.00 p.m......... Temperance and Hygiene, or
Agriculture.

Reading to be taken on the above days at such hours
as may suit the c-nvenience of the examiners.

ALEX. MARLING,
EDUCATION DSPARTMENT, Secýetary.
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DAY'S BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Toronto, offers excellent facilities for acquiring

.A!' Goz atr iqsfss TRA& ING..-

Instruction Sound and Practical. References to former students
and reliable business men. For terms address JAMES E. DAY,
Accountant, 94 and 96 King Street West, near Rossin House.

B ARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,45, 47 and 49 King Street East, Toronto.

Circulars post free.

T EACHERS AND STUDENTS may have all their book wants
promptly attended to, either in the new or used line, and at

reasonable terms, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to any part of the Dominion, for Inspectors, Teachers
and Students, mailed or expressed daily.

"PUBLIC SCHOOL
TEMPERANCE-"

The attention of teachers is respectfully called to this
new work, designed for use in the public schools. It is
placed on the programme of studies under the new regu-
lations, and is authorized by the Minister. It will be
used in three forms. The object of the book is to impart
to our youth information concerning the properties and
effects of alcohol, with a view to impressing them with
the danger and the needlessness of its use.

The author of the work is the celebrated Dr. Richard-
son, of England ; and this book, though somewhat less
bulky, being printed in smaller type, contains the whole
of the matter of the English edition, slightly rearranged
as to some of the chapters, to suit the requirements of
our public school work. It is, however, but half the
price of the English edition.

The subject is treated in a strictly scientific manner,
the celebrated author, than whom there is no better au-

th rity on this subject, using the researches of a lifetime
in setting forth the facts of which the book discourses
At the same time the style is exceedingly simple ; the
lessons are short and accompanied by appropriate ques-
tions, and the language is adapted to the comprehension
of all who may be required to use the book. Prfi2 5
cents, at all bookstores.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co.
PUBLISHERS, TORONTO.

CYCLOSTYLE DUPLICATING APPARATUS
For Dnfilicating Writing, Tybewriti ng, Drawing or Music.

" Two thousand exact copies from one writing," each copy having
ail the appearance of an original. Simple, reliable, economical,
rapid, clean and durable. Endorsed by 3,ooo firms, corporations
and institutions throughout tbe Dominion. Invaluable to teachers
for reports, circulars, examination papers, copying music, maps,
drawings and alt classical work. Write fGr r ircular and testimonials.

T. Eennett Scott, Esq., Teacher, Wheatly, Ont., writes-" The
Cyclostyle machine purchased gives entire satisfaction."

I. B. Beveridge, Prin. Public School, Point Edward, writes-
" Cyclcstyle received gives every satisfaction-it works like a
charm."

CYCLOSTYLE CO., 16 KING ST. EAST. TORONTO.

W. STAHLSCUMIDT & CO.
PRESTON, ONTARIO,

Manufacturers of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furniture

THE "MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PATENTED JANUARY I4TH, 1886.

Send for Circulars and Price Lists. Name this paper. See
our Exhibit at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVE

A VALJA13LE NEW 13001
FOR TEACHERS.

One Hundred Lessons in

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
This book contains 400 Exercises in Composition,

properly graded, for use in the three highest forms of..
public schools and the junior form of high schools and
institutes. These exercises are for class work-saving
the teacher a great deal of time and trouble-and they
contain matter sufficient for a year's work in each grade.

It is a most valuable work, by a well-known and
highly competent Canadian author, W. H. Huston,
M.A., First English Master Toronto Collegiate Institute,
and Editor of the English Department of the EDUCA-
TIONAL JOURNAL.

PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS.
Send your order to the publishers and receive the

book, post-paid, by return mail. Address,

Grip Printing and Publishing Co., Publishers,
28 FRONT STREET WEST. TORONTO.

ONTARIO VETERINARY COILEGE
36 to 42 Temperance Street, Toronto.

MOST SUCCESSFUL INSTITUTION IN AMERICA,
Particulars sent in Annual Announcement.

PRINCIPAL, PROF. SMITH, F.R.C.V.S

Special Offers.
We will send The Educational Journal three montbs

and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, fof
$I.00.

We will send The Educational Journal four montM
and Williams' Composition and Practical Englibh,
postpaid, for $.oco.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for $2.oo-

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Williams' Composition. and Practical English, post-
paid, for $2.o.

We will send The Educational Journal one yeu ai
Worcester's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $9.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year aS
the Concise Imperial Dictionary (best binding), fo'
$5.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year aif
Webster's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $i i.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year ala
Lippincott's Gazetteer (Full Sheep), for $zs.50.

AD]DREss-

The Educational dournal,
GRIP OFFICE, TORONTO.

SCHOOL TEACHERSI
If you want to make money during leisure houri a

vacations, apply to R. H. MATsON, General Manage
Provident Savings Life Assuratice Society of New york'
Address, 37 Yonge Street, Toronto.

Provident Life and Live Stock Associatioe
CHIEF OFFICE t-

Roon D, ArKade, TORONTO, Canada,

Is the one that gives the best benefits to its members and paYo
the agents well. It is to your interest to send for

Prospectus, Claims Paid, etc.

Agents required in unrepresented districts. Address,
~KTILL I.A .]2 TO ]STIEJS, - -Managing Director.-

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The most accurate and best series of wall maps pub!ished. Drawn and engraved by the eminent geographer, J. BARTHOLOMS<

F.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Strcng Cloth, with Rollers, clearly Colored and Varnished.

REGULAR REG
NO. SIZL PRICE. NO. STZE. p
z. Railway Map of Ontario, - 43 by 33 inches $3 oo io. Africa, - - - 67 by 52 inches $4
2. Ontario, - - - 67 by 52 " 4 50 tS. British Islands, - - - 67 by 52 " go
3. Quebec, 67 by 52 4 50 12.,Austraia and New Zealand, - 6 by 52 4 g
4. Ntw Brunswi k, - - 67 by 52 " 4 50 13. Palestine, - - - 67 by 52 * 45
5 Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, 67 by 52 4 50 14. The World in Hemispheres, - 67 by 52 " 9 06. N orth America, - - 67 by 5t 4 50 15. The World cn Mercator's Projection, 67 by 52 6 4
7. South America, . . 67 5 " 4 50 16. United States - - 8t by 52 " 0
8. Europe, - - 67 b'52 " 4 50 17. 'I he Dominion of Canada, - 8 by 49 ' 6
9. Asia, . . - 67 by 52 4 50

To any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $i.5o, we will send one or i5i
of the above maps, each at $î.oo less than the Regular Price.

This is an opportunity that should not be neglected. Supply your school at once with First-Class Maps a wholesale raies.
In ordering Dictionaries or Maps please give vour nearest express office. Address.

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

Trinity Medical College
- TORONTO. -

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament. Established 185o.

-- In A FFItIRT IGDO CT
The University of Trinity College, the University of Toronto, Queen's University, Victoria University and

the University of Manitoba, and specially recognized by the Royal College of Surgeons, England, the Royal
College of Physicians, London, the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons, of Edinburgh, the Faculty Of
Physicians and Surgeons, of Glasgow, and the King's and Queen's College of Physicians of Ireland, and by the
conjoint examining board in London and Edinburgh.

SESSIO14 1889-90.

For full information regarding Graduation, Medals, Scholarships, Fees, etc., and for copies of the AnnIU'
Announcement, apply to DR. W. B. GEIKIE, Dean.
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Geo. F. Bostwick, 56 King Street West. | Holyrood Villa, 52 Maitland Street, Toronto.
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W. J. GAGE & COMPANY,
Wholesale Booksellers and Stationers, Toronto.

.9&W

LITE RATURE
F0R 1890.

"The frisoner of C4illon"
AND SELECTIONS FROM

" 1de Harold's Pilgrin)age,»
With Life of Byron, Critical Introduction,

and Notes, by
J. E. WETHERELL, B.A.

PRINCIPAL OF STRATHROY COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

- AND-

Selectioqs fiom Addisoý's Essays
With Life of Addison and Critical Studies,

By F. H. SYKES, M.A.
TRACHER OF MODERN LANGUAGES IN PARKDALE COL-

LEGTATE INSTITUTE, TORONTO.

PRICE, - - 50 CENTS.

The attention of teachers is called to this new work.It has received the unqualified approval Of all who have
seen the advance sheets. It is confidently believed that
there will be in the market no other work which will0neet so well the new requirements of Toronto Univer-
sity and the Education Department. Mr. Wetherell is
the editor who was last year chosen by the Department
to edit the Departmental book, which has been so wellreceived by the schools. Mr. Sykes is one of the most
brilliant among the younger men of the profession, and
We expect bis part of the work to be warmly received.
The Critical Introduction by Mr. Wetherell, and the
Studies in Prose Style by Mr. Sykeý, will be found alone
Worth the price of the book.

We take this opportunity of announcing that the work
On English Literature now being issued will be the first
Of a series of which Mr. Wetherell will be editor-in-
charge. As the principal editor, Mr. Wetherell will call
.o bis aid the services of competent co-editors. Wetntend to make this new series of literature texts the very

st ever issued by any Canadian publishing bouse. WeahaIl shortly send Io press the literature texts for matricu-
lation and second-class candidates for 189I.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Toronto and Montreal.

PROF. WELLS' NOTES
ON THE LESSONS' FOR

Tb ird-ClassLiterature
rOR 1590.

PRICE, - 30 CENTàe

new edition of this favorite work, with a Supple-
t containing Notes on the New Selections for I890,

''l be published within a few weeks. Send in your?rders and they will be filled as soon as the work is
"sued from the press.

W, J. GAGE & CO., Booksellers and Stationers,
54 Front Street West, 43 St, Sacrament St.

TORONTO. MONTREAL.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S

MATHEMATICAL _WORKS.
Hamilin Smit/'s A rithmetic

ON AND AFTER SEPTENER lst,

PRICE, - 60 CENTS.

Now Authorized for use in the Schools of Quebec.
Authorized for exclusive use in the Schools of Nova Scotia.
Authorized for ue in the Schools of Prince Edward Island.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Newfoundland.
Authorized for use in the Schocls of Manitoba.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Ontario.
Authorized for use in the Schools of North-West Trr'tories.

KIRKLAND & SCOTT'S

ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC
Introductory Text-bcok to Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic.

The Standard Text-book in Arithmetie for the
Publie Sehools of the Dominion.

No Other Text-book ever Published in the Dominion
has been so Universally Approved.

Principal KIRRLAND, of Toronto Normal Sebool, and
Mr. Sco-r, Mathematical Master in Ottawa Normal
School, are teachers specially fitted to prepare a text-book
upon the subject of Ariihmetic ; and the universal
adoption of the book shows how well they have suc-
ceeded in their undertaking.

Authorized for use in the Sch>ols of O itari'. Authorized for
use in the Schoois of Quebec Only text-book Authorized by Board
of kducation for use in thi Schaols of Nova Scotia. Authotized
hy Buard of Educ.tion for u't ia the -Schools of Prince Edward
Island. Authorized by Board of Education for use in the Schools
of Manitoba. Authorized h9 , Board of Education for use ta the
Schools of the North-West Territones. Authorized by Board of
Education for use in the Schools of British Columbia. Audhorizedduriag tht past year for use in tht Scools Of Nt.wf,)uudîand.

PR lCE, - 25 CENTS.

I2"TPORTMNT TO

Public and High School Teachers
New and Enlarged Edition from New Type

- STANDARD -

Book-Keeping and Precis Writing.
Authorized for u<e in the Schools of Ontario.
Aufh ri.ed for use in the Schools of Manitoba.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Quebec.

In order t meet. the requirements of the new Hgh School Pru-
gramme, and make this popular work just what ta needed for
students preparing for the Official Examinations, or for business
offices, the authors have added an Appendix to STANDARD
BOOK-KEEPING, fully treating

PRECIS WRITING or BRIEFING,
COMMERCIAL TERMS,

and CONDENSING TELEGRAMS.
This addition makes the STANDARD BOOK-KEEPING

AND PRECIS WRITING the most complete work published on
the subject for School purposes, and exactly what is needed te meet
the demands of the new school programme.

PRICE, 65 CENTS.

W. J. GAGE & C., Bookee//ers and Stationers,
54 Front Street West,

TORONTO.
43 St. Sacrament St.

MONTERAI..

HAMBLIN SMITH'S

Natheniatical Works
ARE ALMOST UNIYERSALLY

Adopted in Canada by the Reepecftire
- Boards of Education. -

NEW EDITIONS from NEW PLATES

at NEW PRICES.

So great has been the sale and so general has been the
adoption of Hamblin Smith's Mathematical Works that
we have been enabled to publi.h new editions from new
plates at greatly reduced prices.

New Price.
Hamblin Smith's Algebra.................$ 60

Arithmetic.................. 060
Trigonometry ................ 0 75
Geometry, Book I............. 0 25

Books I. and Il ..... 030
Books I. ta In. .... 0 40
ook A to Ir...... 050

Books . (0 Vfi. ...... 090

IMPCBRTA3TT TO

MATHEMATICAL MASTERS IN CANAD*.

Plan of Hamblin Smith's Editions of Euclid recently
Approved by Special Board for Mathematics

at Cambridge.

The following is an extract from a report issued by a
Special Board for Mathematics on May 10, 1887. (See
Cambridge University Reporter of May 31, 1887.)

" The majority of the Board are of opinion that the rigid adher-
ence to Euclid'a text is prejudicial to the interests of education,
and that greater freedom in the method of teaching Geometry fadesirable. As it appears that this greater freedom cannot be
attained while a knowledge of Euclid'a text is insisted upon in theexaminations of the University, they consider that such alterations
should be made in the regulations of the examinations as to admit
other proofs besides those of Euclid, while following his general

, sequence of îMopositions. so that no proof of any proposition occur-
ring in Euclid should be accented in which a subsequent proposition
in Euclid's order is assumed."

The Board gives effect to this view by proposing a change in the
regulations for the Previous Examination, which wil, if it is
approved by the Senate, enact that " the actual proofa of proposi-
tions as given in Euclid will not be reuired, but no proof of any
pro ition occurring in Euclid rl m oc a
m e of any proposition which in Euelid'à aider ncteur subie-

metbda f pnofconaistent wltb thadd in lainxc soeatomanai Ecidsorer ndt acordan
luth the a de udon of my editit ;o Encld'a Elenenta

July, 1887. J. HAMBLIN SMITH.

HAMBLIN SNITH'S TEXT-BOOK ON

ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY
WITH EXERCISES AND NOTES.

By J. HAMBLIN SMITH,-.A.
Of Gonville and Cais College, Cambridge, Eng.

Authorized for use in the Schools of Prince Edward Island (1889).
Authorized for use in the Schools of Ontario. Authorized for use
in the Schools of Quebec. Only Text-book Authorized for use in
the Schools of Nova Scotia. Only Text-book Authorized for use te
the Schools of New Brunswick. Authorized for use in the North-
West Territories.

1V. J. GAGE & CG., Toronto and lontreal.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Wholesale Booksellers land Stationers, Toronto.
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THE LEADING BUSINESS COLLEGE 0)
IN CANADA.

Graduates are holding prominent positions in Can-
ada and the United States through our Agency.

SPLCtItMASTEP tINACH DEmaRTMEN.

Shorthand Taught by Mail for $15.
Send at once for Circulars to

J. M. CROWLY, Manager,
Corner Yonge and Shuter Streets, Toronto, Can.

The Meisterschaft School of Languages,
20 Queen Street West, Toronto.

French, German, Spanish, Italian. Conversational
Knowledge in ten weeks.

Experienced native teachers. Send or call for Circular.
Address communications to CHAS. T. PAUL.

TORONTO COLLEGE OF MUSIC
AND

Orchestral and Organ School.
Fall Term (2nd year) commences September 5 th, 1889. Thorough

instruction in every branch of Mus:c-Vocal, Instrumental and
Theoretical-by the most eminent teachers in Canada. Complete
three-manual organ in College and largest Church organ ln the
Province for lessons and practice. Orchestra of 6o and chorus of
25o, accessible to students. Diplomas, Prizes, Sch>larships and
Certificates granted. Lectures, Concerts, Recitals and Violin Class
free.

Send for prospectus, giving full particulars, to

F. H. TORRINGTON, Director,
12 & 14 Pembroke St., Toronto.

THE HIGH SCIOOL

DRAWINC COURSE.
Authorized by the Minister of Education

The Course is now complete :

No. I-FREEHAND,
No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,
ho. 4-OBJECT DRAWING,

No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
These books are all uniform in size and style, and constitute a

complete uniform series. The same plan is followed through themall-the Text, the Problems, and opposite the Problems, in each
case, the Exercises based upon them. The illustration is upon theame page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in evtry case,
is a s/act for ths student's work. Each copy, therefore, is a coin-plete Text-book on its subject, and a Drawmug Book as well, thepaper on which the books are printed being first-class drawing paper.The student usimg these books, therefore, is not obliged to purchaseand take care of a drawimg book also. Moreover, Nos. x, 4 and 5are the only books on their subjects authorized by the Department.Therefore, if the student buys the full series, ie will have a umnform,and not a mixed series, cavering the whoje subjects of the exami-
nations, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Reading, one of the bestauthorities in these subjects in this country, and recently Master inthe School of Art.

r .Each book is in the direct line of the curriculum, and isauthorized.
The examinations in High School Drawing will be set fromt the

authorized bsooks.

PRICE, ONLY 15C. PER 800K.

The Grip Printlg and Publishlng Co.
PUBLIH ERS, TORONTO.

HIGH • SCHOOL • ZOOLOGY.
By R. Ramsay Wright, M.A., B.Sc.

AUTHORIZED BY EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Price, 75 Cents.
SECOND EDITION.

ErZERA TURE--8go.
Selections from BYRON and ADDISON

Notes by H. I. Strang, B. A., and A. J. Moore, B. A.

CONTAINING
Lives of Byron and Addison.

Chapacteristies of Style, Position and Influence
of PoetPy, Complete and Helpful Notes.

261 PAGES. PRICE, 50 CENTS.

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY.
By J. A. MCLELLAN, LL.D.

An Introduction to the Principles and Practice of
- Education. -

PRICE,

PUBLIC SCHOOL SPELLER & WORD BOOK
By G. W. Johnson.

New edition, containing Part IV., with Derivation
of words.

PRICE - - 30 CENTS.

Simple Rules in A ritmetic
FOR USE IN JUNIOR CLASSES.

By R. T. Martin.
PRIVE, - - 10 CENTS.

SOUVESTRE,
Un Philosophe sous les Toits.

For Junior Matriculation, 1890, with Notes, Vocabulary,
etc., by

W. H. FRASER. B.A., University College, Toronto.
PRICE, 60 CENTS.

New Book for Composition Classes
PRACTICAL EXEROISES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

For use in Public School Composition Classes.
By H. 1. STRANG, B.A.

Price, - - 25 Cents.

BUSINESS FORMS and ACCOUNTS No. 1
For use in Third and Fourth Book Classes.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.

BUSINESS FORMS and ACCOUNTS No. 2
For use in Fourth Class and Entrance to Collegiate

Institute.
- PRICE, 10 CENTS.

BUSINESS FORMS and ACCOUNTS No. 3
For use in Senior Public School and Junior High

School Classes.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.

Many teachers who are using these copy books claim
that through their use the best practical results have been
obtained. Scholars secure a knowledge of the simpler
forms of commercial work that will be of great service
to therm in their business life. One teacher says :-" I
wish that all branches of study could be taught in this
practical way."

ANNOTA TED BOOK - KEEPING BLANKS.

For use with MacLean's High School Book-keeping,
containing helpful hints upon the use of the Day

Book, Journal and Ledger.
PRICE, - BACH Io CENTS.-

Any of above mailed upon receipt of price to those
who cannot readily procure from their local booksellers.
A list of " Remainder " School Books will be sent upon
application.

Tho COPP, CLARK CO, (Ltd.) Toronto.

SCHOOL BOOKS.

AuIhorizod hy Depar1tdllt of IEicatioi.
The MIgh Sohool Aigebra.

By W. J. Robertson, B.A., LL.D., and I. J. Birchard'
M.A.,Ph.D. 12mo, cloth, 338 pages. Price, 75c.

igh S.hool Algebra, Part IL

Just issued. i2mo, cloth. Price, $1.25.

Manual of Hygiene.

12mo, cloth. Price, So.

Drawing, Prpeti.ve an Gometabal.
By Thos. H. McGuire, B.A. 12mo, cloth, 135 pages

Price, 4oc.

soripture Beadings.
For use in the Public and Hiph Schools of Ontario.

Revised edition. 12Mo, cloth, 434 pages. Price, 75c.
Roan, $1.25.

RECOMMENDED By DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

An Outline Study of Man:
Or the Body and Mind in our System. By Mark

Hopkins, D.D., LL.D. î2mo, cloth, 308 pages. Price,
$ 1.25.

WILLIAMàlr BRIGGS
TORONTO.

ELOOUTION.
MISS JESSIE ALEXAtIDElZ, B.E.

TEACHER AND PUBLIC READER,
May be Engaged for CONCERTS. etc. 6o Brunswick Ave., Toronto.

D gents CWanted over the entire Dominion. Address Geo

D. eri, 7Church Street, Toronto.

"p RACTICAL
IN_+ PROBLEMS"

-ITI-IJMETIT ..

FOR FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD CLASSES.

By JAMES WHITE, PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER,
EDMONTON, . ONT.

This book is now ready for delivery. It contains nearly 70)Practical Problems in Arithmetic for tse three lowest forms, andwil supply the teacher with questions at once interesting anduseful. The p oblems are properly graded for the separate c asses,and answers are given in the appendix.

Board and Linon Covers-PrIce, post-paid. Only b6ets

San ES.a

Garp Prntang and Pubisking Companyt

28 Front Street West, . Toronto.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION.

RE-OPENING OF THE

CAhADIAN BUSINESS UNIVERS/TY ANO
SHOR THAND INSTITUTE

RIOMAy. enTaauEDa and, ase.
Thte largeas sud moas practical Business College in Canada-~

nea' '"is Ist sc"oear. UW Write for Circulars.Address, C NADIAN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Public Lib-
rary Building, Toroto. HOMAS lENGoUGH, President. CHAs•
H. BROoKs, Secretary and Manager.

$1.00.


